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A Fine Moment
for Feminism
One out of three American women now call themselves feminists, according to the pollsters. Skeptics
may say the popularity of the term represents a cooptation, that the advent of Hillary Clinton and
company has redefined the feminist as a media-genic,
successful career woman, rather than a committed
political activist.
Well, that may be partly true, but there's more
going on here than a media-brainwash. I believe
that the growing comfort that American women
have with the feminist viewpoint offers a window
of opportunity for significant social change.
The frankly anti-choice, anti-working-woman,
anti-minority, anti-homosexual tone of the 1992 Republican Convention galvanized the opposition. It united feminists of both genders and all minority groups.
It brought a quickening of political activity among progressive women who had
previously focused only on their career hopes, or their families, or a narrow social
cause. It brought a new group of young feminists and older, "born-again, AnitaHill feminists" into the political arena. This unity still prevails in spirit and can
potentially be welded into a considerable political force to shift the direction of
history.
Two articles in this edition of On the Issues describe historic moments that feminism now faces. "The Politics of the Possible" explores the chances for passing
pro-woman legislation during Bill Clinton's tenure in the White House. And
"Seizing History in El Salvador" takes an inspiring, in-depth look at the hopes
and opportunities for women in a newly democratic nation.
Other stories point the way to bold feminist initiatives in some subtle problem
areas, from deceptive advertising for phony abortion clinics to sexual harassment
on computer-lines. Editor-at-large Phyllis Chesler describes a mother driven over
the edge by a male-biased legal system—and what we can do to protect our children. Lorraine Dusky nails media bias in adoption cases. And John Stoltenberg
offers insights into how men can recover from misogyny.
It's a great privilege for me to become the new editor of this magazine for "thinking feminists," and to work with a talented and committed team—publisher Merle
Hoffman, executive editorial consultant Linda Gutstein, and our new art director
Bob Ciano.
We hope to produce a magazine that appeals to you, as well as to those who
think feminist publications (indeed, all political magazines) are dogmatic, dull,
depressing, and worst of all, irrelevant to their lives. I believe it's a great moment
for expanding the influence of feminist politics and thinking. And I hope On the
Issues will be an important part of that process.
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causes we would die for, and those we
would send others out to die for. He
seemed to be genuinely moved by the
responsibilities of his office—especially as they involved issues of life and
death. He spoke freely and openly of
his family and the pleasures and frustrations of public life, particularly the
amount of time spent away from home.
had been kidnapped, and my secretary He alluded to the fact that he was often
was attending a course with the Bureau lonely. In the course of the conversaof Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to tion he complimented me on my dress,
teach her how to correctly open my my style, my intelligence and the enermail so that she could avoid being blown gy of our interaction, enough so that I
away by a letter bomb. It was, after all, realized he was expressing a physical
business as usual for those of us on the attraction to me. The exalted nature of
front lines of the abortion wars.
his position did not influence my feelMeanwhile, on the politicalfront,the ings towards him. I did not find myself
Reagan administration had asked the physically attracted to him, and because
Supreme Court to overturn -Roe v. Wade I showed no interest, I did not expect
and return the right to regulate abor- the embrace and attempted French kiss
tion to the states. At the same time, high in the middle of Park Avenue as I hailed
on the anti-choice agenda was a human a cab.
life amendment that would make the
On reflection, this story has little
fetus a "constitutional" person.
I had formed the New York ProChoice Coalition and, with
NARAL and NOW, was organizing a rally and march to
celebrate Roe: it was a time
of meetings and politics during which I had what now
appears to be a stereotypical
interaction with Senator Bob
Packwood.
Packwood was an early and
ardent player in the abortion
struggle, a staunch and able
ally of the pro-choice forces
on the Republican side of the
Senate. After meeting with
him at a New York fundraiser for abortion rights and
soliciting and receiving a piece
from him for what was then
the fifth issue of OH the Issues
newsletter, he called me to
request a meeting at a New
York City hotel. Unaware of
any rumors of what is now
being described as "loutish"
behavior on Packwood's part,
I approached our meeting
with a mixture of curiosity
and anticipation. The atmosphere in the hotel lounge
where we met was relaxed
and low-key. Our conversation ranged from the politi- Senator Packwood, in the Senate,
cal to the philosophical to the January 1993.
personal. We discussed the
not an unusually dangerous
year. There had
been a rash of
fire bombings
at abortion clinics, a physician

importance in either my political, psychological or personal history. But now
that Packwood is in the eye of a great
gender storm and is under an investigation by the Senate Ethics Committee,
it stands out starkly in my memory.
The first question I asked myself was
whether or not I shared any of the reactions described by the women who have
come forward to accuse him of sexual
harassment. I am of course aware of the
difference in my position regarding
Packwood—I did not work for him
either as a paid staff member or volunteer; he did not hold any direct, indirect or potential power over my career
or personal life as he did in the case of
his accusers. I also wanted nothing from
him. Unlike Gena Hutton, Packwood's
1980 campaign chairwoman—who
described herfirstreaction to his advances
as one of "shame," believing that since
"he was the great person I thought he
was... this had not happened with other
people"—I felt no shame or amazement. I was secure in my own attractiveness and never thought for a moment
that I was a unique focus for a man as
powerful, privileged and obviously available as Packwood appeared to be. I was
not prone to assume that men who did
good deeds in the public arena were
necessarily good boys in the private
realm. Packwood's sexual come-on was
just that—the fact that it was more an
adolescent groping than a sophisticated seduction was more of an annoyance than a threat. I still thought highly
of our conversation. I enjoyed the fact
that we had connected, and I found that
I still respected Packwood the Senator
in the morning.
Packwood the man is a different story.
A recent piece in the New York Times
describes thefireagainst him by women's
groups as being fueled by a sense of
"betrayal." Was Packwood's early support of abortion rights, it asks, a true
expression of avant-garde Republican
liberalism or a form of political opportunism?
And if, in fact, Packwood is a boor
who makes unwanted assaultive advances
to women—without doubt a reprehensible behavior— can we yet deny
that he was responsible for having helped
move the debate on women's reproductive freedom forward? Isn't it significant that not one of the women
accusing him of sexual harassment has
charged him with abusing his power,
or of penalizing her on the job? Does

the fact that he made inappropriate and
nerdish sexual advances to women in
his employ or campaigns negate his past
and early support of women's causes?
Paige Wagers was a 21-year-old awestruck mail clerk in Packwood's office
in 1975, when Packwood pulled her
hair back and stuck his tongue into her
mouth. Uncomfortable, she eventually left the job for another government
position. Six years later she met him on
Capitol Hill, and as they walked through
a basement corridor he pulled her into
an empty office toward a couch. She
repulsed him, and Packwood let her go,
but the memories remain painful. "He
totally sucked me in because of all the
flattering things he said to make me
trust him. So that moment, I died inside.
I was humiliated. I wasn't even human
to him. I was like a dog, someone who
couldn't possibly have feelings."
According to Patricia Ireland, president of NOW, "It's an insult to the
Senate that he or anybody else would
not have known it was wrong to tear
at a woman's clothing, to stand on her
toes, to stick his tongue in her mouth."
An affront, yes, an annoyance, yes, an
insult, yes. But the women who have
come forward to accuse Packwood speak
of feeling intimidated and threatened,
and in a way that seems to scar them
for life. By all accounts his pathetic sexual overtures were immediately withdrawn when he was rejected, and of
course the women felt violated and
enraged, as well they should. But why
do they feel permanently devastated?
How can he hold such powerful emo-

Sexuality itself, as it currently is named,
defined, sold and commodified in
American culture, often diminishes
women. If we don't begin to develop
our own definitions of self and sexuality, if we don't develop individual values, we could easily become co-opted
by the mores and expectations of the
collective reality—the one that is malecontrolled and male-defined. Then,
surely, we will begin to judge ourselves
by what others think we are, by who
we're sleeping with, what gender, what
class, and what race. We use the names
with which we have been labelled to
define and judge ourselves and others:
mother, wife, mistress, whore, witch,
vamp, virgin, frigid, nympho, dyke.
And so it is with women's sexuality and
sexual behavior. Here too, we are differentiated and labelled by those who
view us and use us as objects.

And then the question must be asked,
if there is power in the naming of sex
who will we allow to do the naming?
How many of these definitions and
descriptions are woman-centered, womanowned, woman-defined? Why do we
incorporate the dehumanizing metaphors
of the male language? Why is it that the
connections between women and animals made so strongly in pornography,
connections that come so easily to men
in the way that they describe women
as bitches, pussies, beavers, etc., come
so easily to us too? Paige incorporated
one of them—dog. Does that mean she
became muted like a dog because he
chose not to hear her person? Did she
feel subordinate and plitonal sway? Does f ^
d e f i n i t i o n ant like a dog with its master? Why do we have to
do the psychological work
ofthe oppressors for them?
How can we allow anyone—any man—to kill us
' 'inside'' in that place where
no one should be allowed
without invitation.
Did Packwood's fall from grace seem
We must develop an inner sense of
all the more egregious to his accusers
value, confidence, and self in spite of,
because of his position—were they disnot just because of all the socio-politappointed that his power was not pure—
ical messages to the contrary. We must
that a Senator who fought politically
begin to claim our sexual selves and
for women's rights was perhaps a pathetname our sexual pleasures.
ic regressed adolescent? How is it that
If every unwanted look, stupid remark,
any man could make us feel like a dog—
something less than human—just by and sexual gesture has the power to
attempting a boorish pass? How could make us feel "less than human" then
we become so immediately diminished? what kind of power can women ever
The questions we need to ask are what lay claim to—what revolution is this
and who diminishes us? And then, what whose participants can be laid siege to
and who do we allow to diminish us? with a look or vanquished with a kiss?*

of being a "good girl"
include having to be
devastated by a cad?
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arcia Rimland was a
woman driven to the
edge — and
over the edge
—by a court
system
bent on thwarting her ability to protect her four-year-old daughter from
harm. When I joined a demonstration
called by the Coalition for FamilyJustice
last summer to mourn the deaths of
Rimland and her daughter, I was filled
with both grief and rage.
It was a childcare worker and Rimland
herselfwhofirstsuspected that Rimland's
estranged husband, Ari Adler, was sexually abusing their daughter, Abigail.
Abigail began having tantrums, weeping uncontrollably and masturbating
excessively after visits to her father. After
four play-and-talk sessions with Abigail,
a clinical social worker validated the
child's probable sexual abuse. But in
Rockland County NY Family Court,
the social workers findings were challenged. Another sex abuse validator concluded there were problems with the
social worker's findings, including failure to adequately explore the possibility that the child was coached by her
mother. However, the second validator
never evaluated the child in person.
After this report, Judge William P.
Warren decided to reinstate Adler's
overnight, unsupervised visits with
Abigail. Marcia Rimland made a hasty
appeal to the Appellate Division in
Brooklyn, where a stay ofWarren s order
was issued — one that allowed supervised visitation by the father in the home
of his friends — the very place at which
the alleged sexual abuse had continually taken place. Abigail was scheduled
to spend three overnight visits and a full
weekend with her father before any
court would reconsider the issue.
The night before the first mandated
visitation, Rimland gave Abigail a tranquilizer. She and the child then sat in
a red Toyota with the motor running
in an enclosed garage until they both
were dead from carbon monoxide inhalation. "I have no choice, I hope you
understand," read Rimland's suicide
note.
Many people will say that the murder/suicide proves that Marcia Rimland
was crazy all along. But I believe that
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we should also view Rimland as a woman
driven crazy — driven to despair and
desperation. Although her action was
personal, not political, we can analyze
it politically and try to understand its
meaning.
Most research shows us that when
mothers or daycare workers allege paternal sexual abuse, that it is very likely
true. Sometimes, however, one cannot
substantiate it fully or clearly enough.
This does not mean that the mother
has lied or that she is crazy or malevolent. It means that our techniques of
eliciting information from children are
not advanced enough.
Yet, in the course of writing Mothers
on Trial: The Battle for Children and

Custody, I found that mothers who allege
and can document sexual abuse are
increasingly punished by losing custody
of the child they are trying to protect
to the abuser. Many lawyers now advise
mothers: "If it's true, don't allege it, or
chances are you are going to lose custody." It's hard to convey the extent to
which mothers are blamed, disparaged,
feared, hated, belittled and not believed
in the American court system.
Marcia Rimland was a matrimonial
lawyer, she knew what she was up against.
She was distraught beyond measure,
perhaps clinically insane. But she was
also, objectively, trapped.
Let's consider why Rimland thought
she had "no choice." Her simplest choice
would have been to obey the court and
permit her husband overnight visitation with four-year-old Abigail — an
option she viewed as complying with
and presiding over the slow destruction
of her child.
Like many mothers, Rimland could
have watched Abigail slowly come apart.
Rimland could have denied what she
believed was happening or denied that
it was" that bad." Perhaps Abigail would
"only" develop a multiple personality
syndrome. Perhaps, like Hillary Morgan,
Elizabeth Morgan's child, she would
become actively suicidal. Perhaps, like
Sherry Neustein in another well-known
case, Abigail would develop anorexia
nervosa and begin to sutler from malnutrition. Perhaps Abigail would identify with her aggressor, blame her mother
for not saving her, and become utterly
lost in a fugue state that we mistakenly call femininity. Perhaps Abigail would
one day become a prostitute. Studies

by sociologists and criminal justice
researchers show that 80 to 90 percent
ofprostitutes have been victims ofincest
andchildhood sexual abuse. Ifnot a prostitute, then somebody clearly with a
limited capacity to enjoy a quality life,
with low self-esteem and with a good
deal of self hatred.
"The child could have survived it,"
some women have said to me, in macho
voices. "We know women who have
been through incest. What was the matter with Marcia Rimland? Was her kid
better than everyone else's? I got through
it, my neighbor's daughter got through
it, we can all get through it. Now there's
even treatment for incest."
Marcia Rimland decided that she would
not accept this deal. She could not live
if she turned her back on what so many
of us learn to live with or minimize:
namely, the sexual abuse of children by
adult men.
Rimland's second option was to run
away with her child — to go underground. But unlike Elizabeth Morgan,
Rimland didn't have a father who was
an ex-CIA operative with the will,
know-how and money to go undercover. Rimland had no living parents.
There was nobody she could count on
to take custody of the child if she got
sent to jail. She had no support. Had
she called me, I couldn't have done a
thing for her. There is no "north" for
women and children; there is no real
underground — no sovereign feminist
country for women (or men) in flight
from sexual violence. Runaway mothers make it onto television documentaries, but they often lose custody of
the kids and go to jail.
A third option. Rimland could have
killed the alleged abuser instead of herselfand her child. But, again, ifRimland
shot Adler, who would raise her child?
Rimland knew she would probably go
to jail for a very long time. This is routinely what happens when battered
women kill violent husbands or boyfriends
— forget about men they're no longer
living with. There have been some governors granting clemencies in these
cases, but it's very rare.
Anyway, Rimland was probably a "nice"
girl, and nice girls don't shoot men or
cut off their penises. Nice girls usually
turn their rage inward. They leave the
place ofunbearable pain by killing themselves, either slowly or suddenly.
So, from her point of view and mine,
Rimland had no acceptable options.

She was desperate. She knew the score.
Like the heroine, Sethe, in Toni Morrison's
novel Beloved, Marcia Rimland saw the
slave catchers coming. She heard their
breath hard on her heels and she refused
to give up her daughter or herself.
Clearly, we need to provide more
options for women like Rimland caught
in the jaws of an unfeeling legal system.
For a start, there should be an independent review of the Rimland-Adler
case by judges, mental health professionals and lawyers outside ofRockland
County. Some very obvious, hard questions demand an answer:
Why didn't Judge Warren listen to the
validator's report that sexual abuse had
occurred? This validator interviewed
both parents and the child. Why did
Warren listen to a report that a second
validator issued after not having interviewed anybody, which merely quibbled with the first validator's methodology?
Why did the Appeals Court refuse to
stay the order of unsupervised visitation between Adler and his daughter?
Why did the DA in Rockland County
not pursue the first validator's report of
sexual abuse? What sort ofpolitical pressure, ifany, was put on the judges involved
in this case?
At the very least, Judge Warren should
have erred on the side of caution. He
should have said, "Something is going
on. I don't know what it is. Let's get
more evaluations. Meanwhile, let's have
neutral, trained personnel supervise the
visits." The judge could have at least
done that. The appellate level could
have done that. I suspect they didn't
because they never believed the mother or the first validator.
As a society we are in denial about
incest and other forms of male violence
against women and children. Ironically,
even as there are more books, articles,
conferences andfirst-handsurvivor testimony about incest and molestation of
children, it is more difficult for individual mothers to get a fair hearing.
There seems to be a need to say, "Well
maybe it's going on somewhere else out
there — but not in my courtroom, not
on this block, not next door to me, not
in my marriage."
It's easier for us to blame the victim;
to assume the mother is crazy, or exaggerating, or lying, or just being difficult. And a mother overwhelmed by
fear that her child is being abused is not
always a model ofcalm, restrained behavior. She may tremble and stutter in fear

and in panic. She may cry or rage. And
the judge may unthinkingly choose to
believe a smooth, calm, rational — but
not necessarily innocent — father.
Deep structural changes are required
to combat the moral insanity that exists
in courtrooms and lawyer's offices. Wellintentioned judges and mental health
professionals are utterly unprepared to
deal with allegations of child sexual
abuse in any context, no less the confusion of a custody battle. At best, they
are seriously perplexed. In frustration,
they "blame the victim," and "pass the
buck" onto the next judge.
We must learn to handle child sexual abuse allegations differently: rapidly,
very expertly, and with a cadre of specially trained professionals, not witchhunters. The trial and appeal process
must be accelerated, and the child —
as well as due process — protected at
all costs. Psychiatry, psychology and
social work have not acquitted themselves nobly in this area. Therefore,
inter-disciplinary guidelines must be
developed by a coalition offeminist grassroots workers, scholars and activists,
many of whom are also psychiatrists,
psychologists and social workers. Such
guidelines, or protocols, must be standardized, applied and enforced everywhere.
While such within-the-system measures are being developed, we must dare
to believe and shelter the "protective
parent''—most often the mother. Marcia
Rimland and her daughter might be
alive today if they had even a temporary escape hatch and some reason to
hope for justice.
Some years ago, we began to blame
mothers for not leaving men who abuse
their children. And mothers began to
blame themselves when they discovered many years later that their daughters had been sexually abused by husbands
and fathers. Today, traditional women,
who are not necessarily political or feminist, are saying no to sexual violence.
They do not want their children to be
sexually violated while they stand by
and do nothing. They are desperate
heroines. We need to make sure they
have a way out.*
Editor-at-large Phyllis Chesler, Ph.D., is
the author of six books, including Woman

and Madness and Mothers on Trial. She
is President of the Board of the National
Center for Protective Parents in Civil Child
Sexual Abuse Cases.
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Win Some C Lose Some
WELCOME TO NEWDmECJJONS READERS
is fall, after 22 yean of pubation, the feminist news-

another. But we hope that
On the Issues will become a
er New Directions for Women trusted new source of femiut its doors. Countless fem- nist intelligence, information
inist publications have had a and inspiration.
t i i l a r fate over the last few
As for our own financial stacades. Achieving financial bility, On the Issues is proud
viability has been a chronic to be supported by reader subproblem for many feminist scriptions, selected advertispublications, which rely on ing revenues, and a subsidy
mostly volunteer labor and from CHOICES Women's
ntributions for support,
Medical Center, Inc., one of
n the interests of sister- the nation's first and leading
ood—and in the hopes that providers of abortion and
readers will find a permanent reproductive services for
>me in this magazine—On women. With your help, and
Issues will be sent without subscription support, this
;e to New Directions for financial base will keep us
omen subscribers tor six strong, keep us honest, and
nths. We understand that keep us going.
blications, like friends, are
—Merle Hoffman, Publisher
rd to substitute for one
— Ronni SandrofF, Editor

NEW QUEEN FOR QUEENS
One of history's many forgotten women is now getting
her due: a nine-story monument in honor of Queen
Catherine ofBraganza will be
built on New York City's East
River, directly across from
the United Nations. The monument celebrates the heritage
of the Borough of Queens,
which was named after the
17th-century Portuguese
princess and English Queen.
"I would absolutely consider Catherine a woman with
whom today's feminists could
identify," says artist Audrey
Flack, who won the commission to design the monument. Catherine became Queen
of England in 1662, a position she gained through a
political marriage to King
Charles II. Flacklikens Catherine's
influence to the current First
Lady's, for like Hillary, "Catherine
had the King's ear." During
her 23-year reign, Catherine's

infertility and her Catholic
faith made her the object of
many palace plots. Yet Charles
loyally defended her, despite
his notorious marital infidelity"Catherine had the ability
to see through the petty male
corruption and deceit of the
English Court, and kept Charles
human as well as informed,"
says Flack. "She had an internal core of strength, different
from a sense of power rooted in aggression. She was an
intelligent woman who remained
true to her character and values; she did not succumb."
In an on-going effort to raise
funds for the 3.5 million-dollar monument, Flack's bronze
maquette of the statue was
recently presented at the Friends
of Queen Catherine's Fourth
Annual Gala Benefit. The
completed monument will
present a 36-foot tall bronze
figure of Catherine striding
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forward with hands outstretched,
one hand holding a transparent orb, the other gesturing
forward. She will stand atop
a 54-foot high base, comprised of stairways leading to
an immense globe. The monument does not project the
impersonal grandeur of royalty, but radiates strength,
inclusiveness and affirmation.
Flack's intention is to create a new heroine for a new
age. "The Statue of Liberty
was created by a man," notes
Flack. "She's angry and warlike, with her firm jaw, tight
lip and stem brow. There's
no female form or qualities
emanating from her foreboding, masculine presence."

The artist views public art
as critical to the psychic development of a culture. She
believes that just as images of
women as victims, temptation or chaos in art affirm
patriarchal assumptions, so can
a female image of courage,
dignity and compassion stimulate societal balance. Flack's
portrayal offemale heroic figures is seen most recently in
her major commission, "The
Gateway to the City of Rock
Hill, South Carolina." She
asserts that changing the image
of the feminine, as depicted
in art, is one way that women
can ultimately reclaim power
and gain true equality.
— Suzanne Levine

HIGH-TECH
STUD PROVOKES
HIGH-TECH
PROTEST

ENDING 12 YEARS OF
NO-STATUS FOR WOMEN
For over a decade, the U.S.
has been without a National
Commission on the Status of
Women to monitor and make
policy recommendations about
women's legal, economic,
political, and social status. The
National Commission was first
created by Executive Order
under President Kennedy with
Eleanor Roosevelt as its chair,
and various versions of the
Commission were created by
Presidents Nixon, Ford and
Carter. But this precedent was
cast aside during the ReaganBush years. About 100 other
nations presently have such
commissions.
President Clinton is now
being urged to issue an Executive
Order to establish the National
Commission, in a move supported by Congresswoman
Patsy Mink (D-HI) and colleagues and virtually every

major women's organization.
A key goal for this independent, multipartisan commission would be to help in the
U.S.'s official preparation for
the United Nations' 1995
Fourth World Conference on
Women, to meet in Beijing,
China.
"We believe and hope that
the Commission will be established," says Bella Abzug, cochair of The Women's
Environment & Development
Organization, who reports
that so far, the response from
Clinton's advisers is favorable.
Abzug thinks the Commission
can provide a permanent focal
point in government through
which American women can
express needs and concerns,
and urges those who support
the Commission to write to
their Congressional representatives.
— SL

Sexism in advertising is supposed to be on its way out as
bikini-focused beer ads decline.
But an ad for Sony's portable
MiniDisc Player drew the ire
ofwomen in computer research.
The TV ad, shown mainly on
cable networks MTV and aOsports ESPN, shows a man
draped on his convertible
punching buttons on his MiniDisc. As each girl's name comes
up (Lisa, Jennie, Donna...),
the music changes and the
image of a new leggy woman
is shown. The tag line: "If
you play it, they will come."
Protests against the ad, along
with a suggestion to boycott
Sony's products, went out
across an electronic bulletin
board to the 1,560 members
of Systers, women in computer research. "An electronic
billboard can mobilize a grassroots movement within hours,''
Systers founder Anita Borg
told The Wall Street Journal.
The women were offended
by the blatant objectification
ofwomen as automatons that
can be ordered up by pushbuttons...as well as the double-entendre, which a Sony
spokesman says was unintentional.

ROLE MODEL DEPARTMENT

The 36 new inductees in the National Women's Hall of Fame, Seneca Falls, NY, include:
Dolores Huerta, co-founder of the United Farm Workers; Wilma Mankiller, first woman
Principal Chief of the Cherokee Nation; Rosa Parks, mother of the civil rights movement;
Helen H. Stephens, an Olympic track and field champion and women's basketball pioneer;
Rosalyn Yalow, physicist and thefirstAmerican woman awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine;
Gloria Yerkovich, founder of Child Find; Faye Wattleton, Planned Parenthood leader. Gloria
Steinem, Betty Friedan, Georgia O'Keefe and Annie Oakley also made this year's cut.
10

CRIMINAL
EXPLOITATION
When the media feasts on
criminal cases, truth and justice are early casualties. So
documentarian Nick Broomfield
vividly demonstrates in Aileen
Wuornos: The Selling ofa Serial
Killer, shown at the New York
Film Festival this October.
The British filmmaker allows
us an 87-minute glimpse into
the world of Aileen "Lee"
Wuornos, and how her murder of seven men was aggressively exploited by both the
media and those who supposedly came to her defense.
Broomfield is forced to join
the fray when told he must
pay, and handsomely, for interviews with any of the players in this bizarre circus.
One is Arlene Pralle, a horse
farming, born-again Christian
who read about the case in
local newspapers and felt it
was her duty (and maybe her
absolution or her lottery ticket) to befriend Wuornos and
then legally adopt her. The
other is Steve "Dr. Legal"
Glazer, a garrulous, pot-smoking ex-musician hired by Pralle
to handle the adoption and
the criminal case. Pralle helped
convince Wuornos that she
needed to confess her sins,
plead no contest and ask for
the death sentence.
Broomfield's striking film
opens the creaky back door
into a grotesque, delusional
world. He allows the characters in this drama to reveal
themselves and their often
conflicting motivations.We
cringe at a glimpse of a society that we reluctantly admit
is our own.
— Paige Williams
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ASYLUM FOR
WOMEN
To gain political asylum in
the U.S., a refugee must prove
persecution because of race,
religion, nationality, political
opinion, or membership in a
particular social group. This
definition certainly seems broad
enough to include women
seeking refuge from politically-inspired rape and gang
rape, forced marriages, domestic abuse, and refusal to wear
a chador, but immigration
ANNIE GET
lawyers complain that the U.S.
YOUR GUN?
Immigration and Nationalization
Marketing response to female Service (INS) is insensitive
anger about violence: sell 'em and discriminatory in hana gun. A group known as The dling women who apply for
Women ofthe National Rifle refuge.
Association has placed four"It is rare to have feminism
page color ads entitled "How recognized as a political opinto Choose to Refuse to be a ion," Deborah Anker, an
Victim" in women's and gen- expert on asylum and lectureral circulation magazines. er at Harvard Law School told
And Working Woman maga- the New York Times. "Judges
zine has New York billboards tend to ascribe personal, rather
aimed at the advertising com- than political, motivations to
munity that shows a dolled- persecutors when the harm is
up woman executive holding sexual."
a gun across her suit jacket.
Some fear die Clinton adminDo guns really empower istration's plan for expediting
women? Or is this just your asylum requests by questionway of telling us to look for ing seekers at ports of entry
a personal—not public poli- will increase discrimination
cy—solution to the problem against women. Many rape
victims cannot bring themof violence against women.

REVENGE OF
THE UNCLEAN

selves to verbally describe sexual attacks to officials, though
they will write about the incidents on applications for asylum.
Outside the U.S., awareness
of the problem is growing.
Canada's Immigration and
Refugee Board has started
granting asylum to women
persecuted because of their
sex. The United Nations High
Commission on Refugees has
issued guidelines for evaluating women's applications for
asylum. Should be required
reading for the INS.

Gospel Accordion to Women hopes to raise $15,000 to help get its 12 members to the
United Nations Women's Conference in China in 1995 to lobby on women's health and
domestic violence. The group also plans to sell bumper stickers that say: "I'm Pro-Accordion
and I Vote."
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"We've proven that sperm
are vehicles for infection and
we have caught them in the
act!" evolutionary biologist
Margie Profet, University of
California, Berkeley, told On
the Issues. Evidence that sperm
can carry such pathogens as
bacteria and viruses helps buttress Profet's groundbreaking
new theory that menstruation evolved to protect women's
inner organs and fertility from
infection carried by sperm.
Profet's theory is a far cry
from the standard explanation that menstruation is simply the body's way ofsloughing
off the uterine lining when
fertilization fails to occur.
Profet, who won a 5-year
McArthur "genius" award to
pursue her research, thinks
that viewing the monthly
bleeding as a cleansing, rather
than a discarding, process has
revolutionary implications for
medical treatment and, perhaps, for women's self-image.
Her view has been challenged by experts who say
that menses may be a prime
time for infections, since the
mucous barrier in the cervix
is lost, allowing bacteria living in the cervical canal to
gain access to the uterus.
While Profet still has much
work to do to prove her theory, by concentrating on the
evolutionary, adaptive function of menses, she's redefined the terms of the debate.
In many cultures, women are
regarded as "unclean," or even
taboo, while they are bleeding. And in our own society
women often go to great
lengths to conceal menstruation, as if it were something
shameful. "I have a young
cousin about to start menstruating," says Profet. "My
studies have made her think
about it positively. She says
'My periods will protect my
organs and my ability to have
children'."
— Alice Goodman
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Mayhem at
the Movies
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nyone searching for a
Saturday night
movie knows
that mindless
macho blockbusters have
dominated the
cineplex screens and box offices for lo
these many years, reducing us all to
making invidious choices between Arnold
Schwarzenegger and Leonardo the Ninja
Turtle, or staying home with HBO or
a good mystery. One of the things that
has puzzled me more and more lately
is the way that most people—movie
critics, film scholars and casual viewers
alike—continue to talk about the contemporary cinema as if it still deserved
to be taken seriously. The implicit hierarchy that ranks film above pulp fiction
and television needs to be revised—
especially where gender is concerned.
The paperback book shelves of the
malls arefilledwith sciencefiction,hardboiled detective and even family sagas
in which tough, bright women solve
crimes, fight galactic wars and march
triumphantly through history. And even
the much-maligned TV screen offers
Roseanne, Murphy Brown, Lifetime chan-

nel's woman-oriented movies and more.
Apparently it is a well-kept secret that
while the big screen offers ever more
gruesome and mindless mayhem, most
daytime soap operas today have story
lines about date rape, gay-bashing, hate
crimes, sexual harassment and other hot
issues. Almost invariably there are women
characters who champion the progressive causes. So the decision to watch
TV, or read a trash novel, instead of
going out to a movie, usually makes
sense.
The snobbery implicit in ranking the
movies above other media has always
bothered me. But in the last year or so,
as I have dragged myself with more and
more reluctance to one "major" movie
after another, I have been troubled by
it for political reasons. For in taking
movies so seriously, while discounting
other forms in which women and feminism have had greater impact, we are
buying into one of the more subtly
insidious—because so rarely noted—
ways in which sexism become internalized in our culture and socialized
into boys and girls at the earliest ages.
As I watch my female students cringe
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in embarrassment as their young male
classmates—avid fans of mindless sexist comedies and shoot- em-ups—guffaw and sneer at the milder, far more
easily defended pop pleasures, my frustration grows.
The students are mimicking the biases of more sophisticated, intellectually
respectable cultural power brokers. Such
publications as the New York Times, The
New Yorker, Time and Newsweek treat

movies seriously, but seldom review
television shows. The privileged place
of movies in our toniest journals of
opinion is, if we only examine it, a
source of continuing prejudice against
things female—female taste, female sensibility, female experience and, too often,
female survival.
If this seems like an odd thing to say,
let me take you on a brief tour of what's
been playing at your local cineplexes
for the last year or so and what it says
about Hollywood's position in the gender wars. Women in movies today—
when they appear at all—are far more
demeaned and abused than in other
media. They are also far more demeaned
and abused than they were in the prefeminist thirties, forties and even fifties.
In those days, recall, villainesses like
Joan Crawford and Bette Davis, never
mere cartoon characters, were understandably motivated by their outrage at
their female conditions. And romantic
heroines like Katharine Hepburn—or
even Doris Day and Audrey Hepburn—
were, for their time, often models of
spunk and independence.
As for our sad world—well I have been
keeping a record of all the movies I've
seen lately, and placing them in what
turns out to be fairly neat categories.
Here's what I found.
For single independent women, the
dominant trend is the bitch-from-hell
horror film in which some version of
the perfect American home or workplace is seen to be in mortal danger at
the hands of some version of a frustrated, bitter "independent" woman.
Fatal Attraction of course was the grandmama of them all, the one in which
Leave It to Beaver family bliss was threatened by a mad, sexy, career woman out
to get the Nice Girl's husband and baby
through the worst possible means—hot
sex and intelligent conversation. When
that failed, she resorted to mayhem, but
what can you expect from a career
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woman with only her downtown loft
and uptown deals to keep her warm?
In the wake of this blockbuster—featuring some of the "best" roles for a
woman that year—came the inevitable

are neither ambitious nor in danger. when a fantasy look-alike of the husThey are simply—in the most medieval band arrives on the scene offering true
terms imaginable—the property and love and companionship (of a kind genplaythings of generally attractive and erally not seen in movies or real life).
sympathetic men. In Indecent Proposal,Sommershy and Dave both present this
spinoffs. The Hand that Rocks the Cradle Mad Dog and Glory and Honeymoon in scenario in a way which, if one sushad a similarly perfect family threat- Vegas we see young women actually pends all judgment, makes for a nice
ened by a dispossessed, reproductively- bartered away in negotiations between little fantasy. If, indeed—as these movies
barren nanny from hell. The Temp had two men. Demi Moore in Indecent seem to assume—divorce has become
a nice business man stalked by an ambi- Proposal is bought for a million dollars, impossible and one must choose to live
tious office worker. And Single White for one night, by superslick high roller with some man or other who happens
Female had a nice, properly boyfriend- Robert Redford. And, to confuse things to turn up in one's own front yard, then
ed young woman terrorized by her less utterly, Redford is a true hunk who the conjuring up of a perfect fantasy
pretty, off-balanced roommate who was really loves her, so what's the problem? mate is indeed the best of all happy endcrazy with envy. Classiest of all was Basic (In real life of course such deals are made ings. In a world in which women do
Instinct in which the smart, gorgeous by men who look like Aristotle Onassis in fact have the right to choose mates
psychopath was also bisexual. In all these and smell like death.)
or matelessness, divorce, to move to
films the message was clear: women
The other two woman-bartering films, another town, to change careers—the
who choose, or are forced, to make it more light-hearted comedies than moral premises of these movies are absurd and
on their own inevitably become so dilemma vehicles, go their merry ways insulting. To read the reviews, howevderanged with unhappiness that they with even less attention to the impli- er, they represented the heights of
threaten all of western civilization.
cations of their story lines for women. "romantic" comedy and drama. Yeah?
Well, tell it to Katharine Hepburn.
It's not the choices these women make
in these circumstances that are astounding of course. It's the circumstances—
all the circumstances—that Hollywood
has conjured up these days for the women
stick figures they so arrogantly push
around their soundstages. And it's not
as though there is even a respectable
handful of marginally better offerings.
And so I, and perhaps you, sit at home
secretly reading books and viewing
videos that don't insult us. And then,
in public, we chat politely about the
latest would-be Oscar nominee as though
we agreed with our male friends and
Glenn Close and Michael Douglas in Fatal Attraction.
colleagues that popular culture still is
Actually, Single White Female, also fits The heroines act as though it all made the movies, while pulp fiction and TV
into my second category of "woman perfect, jolly sense to move from one are beneath contempt. We nod knowon the loose"films,in which the hero- man's household to the next, all the ingly when it's implied that an actress
making a docudrama or starring in a
ine is not dangerous but pathetic because time cooking, cleaning, and smiling.
A darker, more troubling version of sitcom—like Murphy Brown or Roe v.
she can't really cut it in the man's world.
This version ofthe old seventies "woman this women as human putty or prop- Wade—has somehow "come down" in
in danger" flick has been classed up a erty category is Point ofNo Return. Here the world artistically. And we warn our
bit, starting in the 80s with Glenn Close a tough young drug addict is trained by daughters awayfromlowbrow women's
in Jagged Edge. Since then we've had a smooth, fatherly government agent genres in the interest of their intellecmany of these movies. Most recent are to be a very feminine, sexy, hired killer tual and cultural development.
As I've said, this form of cultural
Jennifer 8, about a blind woman stalked and is then romatically "set free" by
by a psychopath and saved by cop, and him when he falls in love with her. The snobbery has always puzzled me. Lately,
Guilty as Sin, about a hotshot lawyer story is romanticized and eroticized to however, I've begun to find it politiwhose woman-murdering client has his the point where such retro notions seem cally dangerous and reactionary. •
eyes on her for his next victim. And almost to make sense. He "gives her a
finally there's Sliver, another gory, voyeuris- life" twice, really, and she is grateful, as Elayne Rapping, Professor of Communitic mess in which a passive, vulnerable, only the powerless and brainless can be cations at Adelphi University, is the author
dopey career woman is almost killed by grateful for what is already theirs.
of The Movie of the Week: Private
a hunky psychopath. The films warn
Given this slew of humiliation and Stories/Public Events (University of
single, ambitious women they are no horror, one is almost grateful for the Minnesota Press, 1992). She is writing a
match for the male world.
last category—containing only two films book on addiction and the recovery moveJust last year, we have seen a new set so far—in which a woman stuck with ment to be published by Beacon Press next
of demeaning movies in which women a brute of a mate is miraculously saved year.
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THE
POLITICS
OF THE
POSSIBLE
What Women
Can Gain Under Clinton
By Katherine Eban Finkelstein

^ ^ ^ ^ X l under
l r George Bush, the halls and rooms of
the White House were closed to us. We were always in a
defensive mode, struggling to hold on to what we had,"
recalls Julia Scott, Director of the National Black Women's
Health Project.

The 1992 elections brought the need for a defensive feminist posture to a close. Activists for women's rights, along
with millions of never-before-active women, successfully
changed the face of American politics. EMILY's List grew
into the nation's best-financed political action committee.
A historic number of women were elected to Congress.
And, for the first time in history, women, voting in their
own self-interest, were pivotal in electing the new President
(53% of women but only 48% of men voted for Clinton).
But along with the elation and hopefulness that culminated in the Clinton inaugural has come a kind of success anxiety. Being an "against-er" during the frankly anti-woman
Reagan/Bush years was, at least, an easily defined position.
Today, with a so-called friend in the White House, feminists are facing the insider's subtle challenge. We've earned
our right to the President's ear. But reciting a litany of the
problems women face is no longer a sufficient political stateON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994
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ment. Our demands need to be made concrete and complete with strategic ideas for their accomplishment. The
question now is not "What can Clinton do for us?" but
"What can we do to ensure that women really make gains
under the new administration?"

A mixed beginning
President Clinton began with a flourish of good will toward
the people who elected him. His second day on the job he
repealed the most retro abortion rulings, including the Mexico
City policy prohibiting the contribution ot federal money
to international organizations that counsel abortion. Clinton
also lifted the gag rule that prohibited federally funded clinics from saying the "A" word. The ban on fetal tissue research
and restrictions on abortion in the military went with it,
and Clinton has advocated FDA research on RU-4S6, the
French morning-after pill.
By February 5, the President had signed the Family and
Medical Leave Act into law, guaranteeing employees the
right to take leave from their jobs to care for sick family
members—an act vetoed twice by George Bush.
Clinton's appointments have been 40% women, to date.
This good news was overshadowed by his mishandling of
several sensitive nominations. When Clinton withdrew the
Lani Guinier nomination, one rap star said he had "whirlpooled"
on Guinier. Clinton discarded two successive female candidates for Attorney General over the "Nannygate" issue. And
he's shown a disheartening willingness to compromise on
the issue of gays in the military. Columnist Julienne Malveaux
expressed the disappointment and anger many women felt
when she wrote: "President Clinton has the backbone of a
jellyfish and the disingenuous character of a prevaricator."
Undeniably, the President is eager to please. But

pieces of abortion legislation, the Violence Against Women
Act and the Gender Equity in Education Bill. Welfare
reform, still in the planning stages, promises to be the next
major agenda item behind health care. Other economic
issues important to women, such as job training and pay
equity, are not even on the table. But if women's groups can
help marshal the votes needed to pass the key bills before
Congress in 1 994, more initiatives will emerge.
Ann Kolker, Public Policy Director at the National Women's
Law Center, notes that "the forces for change are strong,
sweeping across segments of the public and policy makers
who have not traditionally worked closely together." For
example, the Gender Equity in Education Bill (which seems
sure to pass), has wide bipartisan support from such unlikely collaborators as senators Barbara Boxer (D-CA) and Orrin
Hatch (R-UT). The bill would facilitate the enforcement
of anti-discrimination laws under Title IX.
Alliances with other groups are essential. Also, though
female representation in Congress has doubled, from 5% to
10%, this does not constitute a major shift in the gender balance of power. Diane Feinstem's campaign slogan, "2% is
okay for milk, but not for the Senate," acknowledged this
power imbalance.

Safer streets and homes
There has been a resounding absence of an overall national strategy to address women's needs. Problems have been
addressed piecemeal — a breast here, a streetlight there —
because this approach costs less and requires less thought.
The Violence Against Women Act is one such example.
It proposes to make streets safer, crack down on domestic
violence, create civil rights protections so that women can sue
for damages, diminish campus
violence and raise the awareness of violence amongjudges.
While regarded as a step forward, it is still an insufficient
response to the tremendous
increase in domestic and public violence.
A 1992 Senate Judiciary
Committee report documented a horrifying increase in violence against women, and an
almost non-existent judicial response. Every 13 seconds a
woman is subject to domestic violence; 98% of rape victims
never see the arrest or prosecution of their attackers.
"Compared to other crimes, rape is treatedlike ajaywalking
offense. Women are being beaten up and killed," says Smeal.
"This is not proactive legislation."
Some activists, frustrated with domestic legislation, are taking an international approach through the United Nations

feminists

continue to make their
voices heard, it's not clear
whether Clinton will hang in
for the tough ones this
with a House schedule jam-packed with
legislation crucial to women.
"People think the war is over," notes Eleanor Smeal,
President of the Fund for the Feminist Majority. "It's not.
There's so much to be done."

Coming attractions
A preview of upcoming legislation includes: the Health
Security Act, the Women's Health Equity Act, two crucial
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to ensure that violence against women is included as a human
rights abuse. Member states would be accountable to the
UN, thus increasing the level of seriousness with which the
problem is viewed. Soon, they hope, women will be able to
turn to international law for redress.

Equality in medical funding

Simmons, a senior policy analyst for women's health at the
Department ofHealth and Human Services (HHS). Substance
abuse treatment and mental health screening are now seen
as a necessary part of any comprehensive health plan.
"Women's issues are widely perceived as being human
issues," says Sarah Kovner, a feminist activist and Special
Assistant to HHS Secretary Donna Shalala. But this perception may not be widespread enough.

In the fight for healthcare funding, it's always been boys
against girls. The Women's Health Equity Act, an omnibus
billfromthe Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues which Abortion foes threaten healthcare reform
includes 32 provisions, presents a broad agenda for improv- When the budget battle is raging on Capitol Hill, will essening health care research and services for women.
tial services for women be discarded as luxury items?
"Whether we are talking about excluding women from Universal abortion coverage may be the first to go. Expect
medical research or giving short shrift to research on breast the abortion issue to be politicized and exploited, rather
cancer or contraception and infertility, women have been than debated as part ofserious, preventive reproductive health
treated differently because of their reproductive systems," reform. Already, insurance providers are vying for exempsays Rep. Pat Schroeder, co-chair of the caucus for Women's tions.
Issues. Thefighthas traditionally come down to body parts.
Catholic institutions, major U.S. healthcare providers, will
What's more important, a breast or a penis? For example, be exempt from providing abortion and contraception, Mrs.
many health insurance policies cover penile implants, while Clinton told Congress on September 27. But how far will
the same policies do not cover reconstructive breast surgery these exemptions extend? If institutions are exempt on the
after cancer, which is considered cosmetic.
basis of doctrine, will individual providers be exempt on the
Now that the Year of the Woman is over, the battles of basis of conscience? "Conscience is more vulnerable to lob1994 will demand funding, not reverence. Despite the scope byists and protesters," warns Frances Kissling, Director of
of the Women's Health Equity Act, there is no new breast Catholics for a Free Choice.
cancer initiative because there is no money. The recycled
Pro-choice activists fear that exemptions are a window
initiatives, like the National Breast Cancer Strategy Act, sim- that will continue to open. In conservative regions of the
ply try to maintain old ground.
country, health alliances may have no abortion providers.
Reform of the healthcare system is a major priority for For this reason, Marcia Greenberger, Co-President of the
women. Hillary Clinton's task force has promised universal National Women's Law Center, says, "Access is key, and
coverage for contraception, abortion, prenatal and post-natal non-negotiable." Limited access to health services has always
care, as well as for mammograms, pap smears and pelvic hurt poor women who can't afford transportation, and when
exams. As political deals are cut to get the healthcare pack- 83% of U.S. counties have no identified abortion provider,
age through Congress, it's essential that measures to protect this is troubling.
women's health not be bargained away.
"The administration is walking a fine line on abortion,"
Health insurance has traditionally been linked to employ- says one female policy expert who asked that her name be
ment. As a result, a majority of the 37 million uninsured withheld. "Clinton claims it's absolutely a covered benefit,
but he's already trying to carve out
Americans are women, such as single mothers who tend not
ways to exempt people from their
to fit stereotypical patterns of employment. J^ C O l l t i l l U G d
obligation to the poor."
One barometer of both the fight
that lies ahead and the tenor of the
debate, may be the battle over the
Senate Medicaid abortion limit (the
Hyde Amendment), fought and lost
this summer. Pro-choice lawmakers
when over 15 million American
"womerTof child-tearing age have no public or private med- managed to scrape out an exception for abortions in the case
ical coverage for maternity care. Given this statistic, it is not of rape or incest, but not to lift the sixteen-year-old ban on
surprising that the US has the 22nd highest mortality rate other federally-funded abortions for poor women. Rep.
Henry Hyde (R-IL) countered objections to the ban by
in the world, lagging behind even Ireland and Singapore.
The Clinton administration s approach to women's health- casting aspersions on the morals of poor women.
Female lawmakers anticipate just such a down and dirty
care is both preventive and comprehensive, assures Dr. Susan

between employment and
health insurance puts women in
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Proposal

Timetable of
resolution

Universal coverage for abortion, prenatal and postnatal
care, contraceptive services,
preventive mammograms, pap
smears and pelvic exams.

House Bill, H.R. 3075
Thirty-two pieces of legislation
to improve healthcare research
and services for women,
including: AIDS research and
prevention; federal environmental risk assessment for
women; RU-486 research.

Key Supporters

Detractors

No time soon.
Health reform will
be debated fiercely
for months to
come.

Universally hailed by women's
groups on both side of the political divide as reform essential to
improving the lives of women.
Important players: Rep. Pat
Schroeder (D-CO), Rep. Olympia
Snowe (R-ME), Rep. Nita Lowey
(D-NY), Sen. Barbara Mikulski
(D-MD).

Economists likely to whittle
away at these benefits as too
costly. Right-to-Life activists
and politicians who will
object to universal abortion
coverage on moral grounds.
Chief among them, Henry
Hyde (R-IL), Chris Smith (RNJ).

Much of the legislation will not move
in this calendar
year, but the Breast
and Cervical Cancer
Re-Authorization
Act is in committee.

The Congressional Caucus for
Women's Issues, architects of
the Women's Health Initiative.

We anticipate some criticism
or resistance from the pharmaceutical industry, which
may object to provisions for
the inclusion of women in
certain tests, which will cost
them more money.
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Will be considered by The bill, introduced by Sen. Ted
Kennedy (D-MA), passed the
the House in
October.
House Judiciary Committee last
winter, 24 to 11. Many abortion
foes, like Richard Shelby (R-AL),
support it due to escalation of
violence. Attorney General Janet
Reno has expressed support for
federal intervention.

Opponents include Henry
Hyde (R-IL), Chris Smith (R-NJ)
and Bob Inglis (R-SC). Their
arguments are two-fold: that
it violates free-speech rights,
and that it unfairly favors
women.

House Bill, H.R. 1133/Senate
Bill, S. 11
Targets domestic violence and
safety on public property,
authorizing up to $600 million
to states, shelters and campuses. Also allows civil claims for
violence committed on the
basis of gender.

Unclear. While the
bill looks likely to
pass in the Senate,
it is currently stalled
in the House.

NOW, Fund for the Feminist
Majority, and state law enforcement officials (41 state attorney
generals) are strongly behind the
bill. Senate and House sponsors
include Sens. Joseph Biden (DDE) and Orrin Hatch (R-UT),
Reps. Charles Schumer (D-NY),
Connie Morella (R-MD), Louise
Slaughter (D-NY) and Patricia
Schroeder (D-CO).

Critics claim it will be too
easy to claim rape, thus bogging down the court system
with frivolous cases, and that
VAWA will create the false
impression that violence is
on the rise.

House Bill, H.R. 1793
Omnibus package of nine bills
to facilitate enforcement of
Title IX, prohibiting discrimination in federally funded educational institutions.
The bills address a range of
problems in schools including:
sexual harassment; high
female dropout rates;
inequitable math/science training; inadequate spending on
female athletics.

It's moving
through committee in the House
now, and is
expected to be
taken up in the
Senate early in
1994.

The Congressional Caucus for
Women's Issues introduced the
bill. Supported by the American
Association of University
Women, and has wide bipartisan support including
Republican co-sponsors Connie
Morella and Susan Molinari (RNY).

Yet to show themselves,
sponsors are expecting a
fight on requirement of
school-based health clinics
for fear that it will mean
condom-distribution and
abortion counselling.

House Bill, H.R. 796/Senate
Bill, S. 636
Prohibits the blocking of
entrance to reproductive
health clinics, gives the federal government leverage to
intervene in local and state
blockades, and creates a
basis for civil law suits.
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Comment

Whom to Contact

Chances are slim that Clinton's Health
Security Act will survive with all his
promises to women intact. Abortion may
be the first benefit to fall into the congressional "Gender Gulf"; 64% of the
men in Congress voted to uphold the
Hyde Amendment, which bans abortion
funding for poor women.

Campaign for Women's Health
666 11th St.,N.W.—Suite 700
Washington, DC 20001
202-783-6686
Office on Women's Health
Department of Health and
Human Services
Humphrey Building, Room 730B
200 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, DC 20201
202-690-7650

Though the Women's Health Equity Act is
separate, the Congressional Caucus for
Women's Issues will be the watchdogs of
fairness and gender equity for upcoming
health reform legislation.

Your members of Congress.

This bill was introduced three years ago,
but largely ignored until doctors were
shot. In October, 85 abortion providers, all
doctors, held a press conference to
demand federal protection.

National Coalition of Abortion
Providers
206 King Street, 2nd Ft.
Alexandria, VA 22314
703-684-0055

debate over morals and rights when universal
access to abortion is debated as part of the entire
health reform package. "Many of the leaders of
the anti-abortion movement don't give a whit
about healthcare," a spokeswoman for the
Congressional Women's Caucus points out.
With rancorous sentiment and violence abounding, the Freedom of Choice Act (FOCA) and
Freedom of Access to Clinic Entrances Act
(FACE) are crucial safeguard for women's reproductive freedom. FACE would facilitate a federal response to clinic blockades. Local law
enforcement can no longer adequately protect
abortion providers and clinics against soaring
violence. Death threats against doctors who perform abortions increased 600% in the last year.
The FACE bill is three years old. "No one was
interested in it until a doctor was killed," says
Ron Fitzsimmons, Executive Director of the
National Coalition ofAbortion Providers, referring to the shooting death of Dr. David Gunn
in March outside his clinic in Pensacola, Florida.
Pro-choice activists believe the violence is a
nationally orchestrated conspiracy to close clinics, and have demanded an FBI investigation.
They cite the terrorist tactics of anti-abortion
extremists, including bombings, arson, chemical
attacks, and the crossing of state lines so as to
obscurejurisdiction. Despite encouragement from
Janet Reno, it's still all quiet at theJustice Department.

Steady as you go

VAWA is a funding bill, and will not
impact on how claims of rape are made.
The Senate version grants almost twice
the House-authorized funding for the bill
(presently $287.5 million) and so is
regarded as being stronger medicine.

Fund for the Feminist Majority
1600 Wilson Blvd., #801
Arlington, VA 22209
703-522-2214

Title IX, a 20-year-old federal mandate to
end discrimination in federally-funded
institutions, is unevenly enforced, to say
the least. The Reagan and Bush administrations targeted it for elimination and cut
its funding from $10 million (in the late
70s), to $500,000 under Bush.
The Gender Equity Act has met with little
opposition, in large part because it is clear
to lawmakers that if half our nation's
future brainpower is being underfunded,
America will not be competitive.
Acknowledges the need to train our
female students.

American Association of
University Women
1111 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20036-4873
202-785-7700
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For 1994, it remains to be seen whether women's
needs will be treated as a burdensome political
demand (though the "special interest" group
constitutes 52% of the population), or as a human
need inextricably linked to the well-being of
the entire population.
For women fighting on the legislative front,
the battles come down to power and money.
The ERA is dead in the water. There is still no
Pay Equity Bill before Congress. Pat Schroeder,
a seasoned congresswoman, still does not have
her own committee. "Guys who have been there
eight minutes have committees," complains Pat
Reuss, senior policy analyst, NOW Legal Defense
and Education Fund. "Troglodytes still chair the
important ones." Clearly, three hundred and
sixty five days of the Year of the Woman were
not enough.
So perhaps it is not the gains achieved so tar
under the Clinton administration that give feminists hope, but the relief of movingforwardand
no longer fighting a daily retrograde battle with
a hostile administration. The wordfromWashington
insiders is to take it slow and steady. As Reuss
says, "When you come up from deep sea diving, you rise slowly so you don't get the bends."*
Katherine Eban Finkelstein worked on the New York
Clinton campaign, and writes about art and politics.
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e're supposed to revere our feminist foremothers, but most of us don't. One friend of mine
describes the creators of American feminism as a
bunch of "graham crackers — teetotaling, middleclass goody-goodies on fad diets." I can't argue.
Personally, I'd prefer foremothers with more screen
presence, foremothers with killer haircuts like Jeanne
d'Arc, or with attitude, like Madame Defarge. But, alas, you
cannot choose your political foremothers any more than you
can choose your own mother; all you can do is to Come To
Terms with them. And the sooner you do it the better.
Seneca Falls, birthplace of American Feminism, is a good
place to begin romancing our origins. It was here, in the oncethriving mill town in upper New York state that the housewife-intellectual Elizabeth Cady (Rodham!) Stanton, the
abolitionist preacher Lucretia Mott and a klatch of local ladies
organized thefirstWomen's Rights Convention in world history, back in 1848.
1993 was a good time to go to Seneca Falls. A minimal version of a "Women's Rights National Park has been operated
here by the National Park Service since 1980. Now, 145 years
after the Women's Rights Convention, the Park Service has
expanded the park to include a $12 million "Wesleyan Chapel
Block," which includes the Methodist chapel where the
Convention was held, a new visitors center and a fountain.
Nearby, you can tour foremothers' homes (including that of
organizer and agitator Susan B. Anthony in Rochester, 40
miles to the west). You can peruse various historical attractions and visit the Women's Hall of Fame. Somewhere in that
welter oftotems (I hoped) my Coming To Terms would begin.

Footless beginnings

Detail of a
tableau of
twenty life-size,
bronze figures,
by Boston
sculptor Lloyd
Lillie
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My pilgrimage got off on a lame foot. Of those who attended the Seneca Falls convention the only one with real heft,
foremother-wise, was Elizabeth Cady Stanton. It was she who
drew up the Declaration of Sentiments that served as the new
movement's manifesto, and because she did it at a local tea
party, it's supposed to show how anyone here in America can
start her own social revolution. Reading up on Cady Stanton,
however, I realized that although she was more delectably
outrageous than I'd remembered, when push came to shove
she devolved from active abolitionist into insufferable racist.
It happened after the Civil War. When drafting the Fourteenth
Amendment to enfranchise ex-slaves, Republican legislators—Cady Stanton's past allies—refused to enfranchise women
as well. They also inserted the word "male" into voting law
for the first time. (Until then maleness was assumed but not
spelled out.) Even black abolitionist Frederick Douglass—
who'd backed the women's rights movement at its inception—now defended the amendment s explicitly sexist wording.
In reaction, Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony (who'd
become Cady Stanton's right hand) sank well below their
betrayers' level. Theyfirstopposed the Fourteenth Amendment
entirely, then, convinced it would pass, hooked up with Francis
Train, a Dixie demagogue-wannabe, wealthy populist and
blatant racist. The Train team toured the country urging men
to support the women's vote because women's ballots would
offset the votes ofignorant Sambos. The affair split the women's
movement. Worse, it left us a legacy of reciprocal mistrust Photos by
between white women and blacks—a legacy too repulsive Michael
and destructive to forgive.
Okoniewski
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Restored sections of the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, site of the first Women's Rights Convention

The past lives

stone slabs onto a strip of cobbles. At the water-wall's end,
the Convention's Declaration of Sentiments are set in letters of steel. The document, adopted at the original convention by about a third of the 300 men and women present,
was modeled daringly on the Declaration of Independence:
"We declare these truths to be self evident," it proclaims,
"that all men and women are created equal...."
Reading the Declaration through the fountain's veil oftears
I noted with embarrassment that what begins as a warlike
cry to "overthrow tyranny" ends in a wussy whisper. Rather
than rising up in a ululating mass to strangle resistant legislators in their beds, the ladies of Seneca Falls threaten only
to "endeavor to enlist the pulpit and the press on our behalf."
They rattled their chains, these foremotherly ghosts, but not
their swords.
A closer reading of the Declaration shows they really had
no swords to rattle. The text reveals that wives of that period had no right to own or inherit property. Even their wages,
if they had any, were legally their husbands' to squander.
Without money or votes, inexperienced in worldly affairs,
bound by ties of blood and love, our foremothers were totally dependent on their adversaries.
Despite the Declaration's mixed message, it illuminates
Cady Stanton's greatness. In detailing women's oppression
Steel magnolias?
she took aim not only at their disenfranchisement, but at
Beyond the resurrected ruin of the chapel, at the foot of a society's double standards of morality and women's ecotidy grass slope designed for today's assemblies, is the 140 nomic dependency, at inequities in education, opportunifoot fountain. There you learn more about our movement's ty, marriage and divorce law. She even denounced the way
birth. Seneca Falls' new waterfall slishes smoothly over blue- men appropriate the authority of religion to rob women of
The Women's Rights National Park turned out to be a fine
place to wrestle such serpents. To begin with, the ground
floor of the new visitors' center boasts a bronze sculpture
that lets you mingle in a crowd of life-sized Convention
attendees. Here, you can thank Frederick Douglass for his
early support without having to cope with his later defection. Here, you can hug the brilliant Cady Stanton of the
1840s without having to embrace the bigot of the 1860s.
Furthermore, Park Service women have fought—successfully—to make the park a monument to a controversial, vital
social movement, not just a shrine to a buried one. On the
visitors' centers second floor is a clamor of snappy placards
and interactive exhibits exploring how our current struggle
for equality builds on and revises our past.
Outside, the theme of continual rebirth is subtly articulated by architects Ann Wills Marshall and Ray Kinoshita,
in their refigurmg ofthe Wesleyan Chapel's remains. Because
the chapel had fallen into such neglect—it was last a laundromat—they could reclaim only two walls to support the
original hand-hewn roof timbers. The resulting structure
appears at once half-destroyed and half unfinished—an
emblem of the movement our foremothers founded.
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The "Declaration of Sentiments" is inscribed on the park's 140-foot waterwall

self-esteem. If breadth of vision could kill, Pow! Bang!, she'd
be our howitzer.

race-baiting, and while her reactive tantrum remains unforgivable, understanding her better let me—emotionally—
come to terms with her flaws).

Paying our respects
After reading the Declaration through, I was feeling sufficiently respectful to pay Cady Stanton a personal call. Her
house was a little over half a mile from the chapel. There, a
avid ranger named Fish led a tour from room to room, showing Cady Stanton's dinnerware ("a simpler design than was
common at the time"), recounting what day she did her
laundry (I forget), and pointing out that she did not force
her husband and seven children to share her sawdusty, highfibre, low-fat, graham diet. No, indeed. She clogged their
arteries with goose fat while babying her digestive tract with
"pie crust made without shortening." Why did I suddenly
find her so adorable?
Visiting Cady Stanton's home brought home to me that
our foremothers' struggles can never be an epic movie; their
dramas are too private, too intimate to play out on the big
screen. Their vehicle is the novel and—I should have known
from earlier reading—the plotline of Cady Stanton's was a
story about a girl and her dad long before it was a tale of
struggle over inheritance law and suffrage. All his life Judge
Cady refused to love his daughter Elizabeth as he would a
son. None of the Latin, Greek and mathematics she mastered, no accomplishment she offered up could change his
mind. Her rage and despair over his locked heart was the
juice that powered her nothing-left-to-lose attack on every
sacred cow of her time. (The same childlike fury fed her
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

Making it all worthwhile
The night the new visitor's center opened in Seneca Falls,
Augie Sinicropi, a native son who'd valiantly drummed up
support for the Women's Rights park from the local business community, got a standing ovation when he said: "I
worked for this park for one reason: I didn't want my daughters to suffer any discrimination my sons don't face."
His speech brought down the house because it tacitly
acknowledged the power of feminism—a movement that
has so often seemed a fractious and divisive force—to renegotiate intimacy, to bring families and individuals together
with pride, joy and love where before we felt only frustration and estrangement.
I am naturally pleased that so many of the obstacles women
faced in Elizabeth Cady Stanton's day have been whittled
down by the movement that was born of her longing. But
when I think of what it would have meant to her to hear
Sinicropi's words from her own father's lips, I am truly moved.
For a young girl to be able to aim as high as she likes in life
without losing her father's love is a victory no smaller than
the banishment of kings. I canfinallystart to see our movie—
and it's a woman's picture.*
Lynn Phillips is editorial page and op-ed editorfarHer New
York, a weekly tabloidfarwomen.

COUNTERFEIT
CLINICS,
GENUINE
PAIN
Deceptive advertising continues
to lure unsuspecting women
into phony abortion clinics.
By Neil deMause
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September of
1991, and thing
were looking
up for foes ofthe
bogus clinics that
anti-abortion groups
had set up by the thousands in the '70s and '80s.
National media had sent reporters
armed with hidden cameras into the
fake clinics to record the gory videos and
moralistic "counseling"; in Washington,
Rep. Ron Wyden (D-OR) held a day of
long-awaited hearings into the problem of
bogus clinics' misleading advertising. A few weeks
later, Wyden triumphantly announced that the nation's
Yellow Pages publishers had agreed to purge misleading ads from their listings within the next two years. The
new policy, he said, "should clean up what has become a
quagmire of deception, abuse, and bad dealing by some of
the more radical anti-abortion groups."
Two years later, the quagmire is still with us. There continue to be just as many fake clinics in operation—estimates
range from 1,500 to over 3,000. And despite the announced
cleanup, Yellow Pages across the nation remain riddled with
ads for facilities that promise free pregnancy counseling but
deliver only anti-abortion lectures. With fewer than 600 genuine abortion providers in the nation, this means that a trip
to the phone book for help is more likely than not to end
with an anti-abortion activist on the other end of the line.
"If Tupperware put an ad in saying they were Farberware,
nobody would have any qualms about making them change,"
complains Leslie Sebastian of Planned Parenthood of San
Diego. "The average consumer [seeing such ads] is going to
think this is a pro-choice, neutral agency."

The Strategy of Deception

"

The first phony climes began popping up in the 70s, after
the Pearson Foundation, a Missouri-based anti-abortion group,
issued a 93-page how-to manual for launching what they
dubbed "crisis pregnancy centers." By the mid-'80s, individual operators, with the assistance of national groups like
the Christian Action Council (CAC), began setting them up
g by the hundreds. The National Institute of Family Life
I Advocates (NIFLA) currently claims a mailing list of 3,200
3 anti-abortion centers.
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These centers' operations are by now well documented. A
typical story is told by "Nicole," a student from Manhattan
who called the number under a Yellow Pages ad for "Free
Pregnancy Services." When she asked the price for an abortion, the staffer replied, "I can't give it to you over the phone,
but I have a doctor here who can talk to you about that."
Once at the phony clinic, Nicole was given a standard storebought home pregnancy test, and ushered into a room equipped
with a TV. There she was shown "A Matter of Choice," a
graphic video in which a woman gasps and shakes in apparent pain during a violent-looking abortion procedure. (When
the friend who accompanied Nicole loudly objected to the
video, the counselor asked her to leave the room.) Afterwards,
says Nicole, "The woman said, 'Look, if you can't handle
this, maybe there's no way you can go through with this
abortion.' And I said, 'Is this a worst-case scenario, or is this
how it is?' She said, 'No, this is how it is. Look, we can set
up housing for you if you want. You're a white girl, I suppose that the father of this child is white. It's in demand.
You're going to make so many people happy with this new
white baby.'"
Seeing that Nicole was upset, the counselor offered another video—this one, she recalls, a "sickly sweet" vision of four
women who had continued their pregnancies and were happy
with their decisions. Finally, the counselor revealed that
Nicole's test was negative, but suggested she return for a
checkup to ensure she was not pregnant, and urged her not
to discuss her situation with her friend.

Eluding the Law
It's easier to document the problem than to take action against
individual operators. "One of the problems is you don't have
a single organization to go after," explains Steve Jenning, a
House staffer on the 1991 fake clinic hearings. Filing hundreds of Federal Trade Commission (FTC) actions for false
advertising "would take an awful long time and would be
hellaciously expensive," saysjenning. "The FTC would probably have to quit doing everything else."
Moreover, even getting the FTC involved would require
new legislation, since most counterfeit clinics are non-profit, and so out of the FTC's jurisdiction. And many states have
been equally reluctant to take on consumer fraud claims: in
Washington, the state attorney general ruled that since no
money changed hands at a fake clinic, no regulatable "commerce" took place.
Given all this, fake clinics' ads began to seem the likeliest
target. "We thought that was the way most of the people
25

•who had been 'injured' had originally made their choices,"
says Jenning, "and that if we could get something in the
Yellow Pages that gave them a sound idea of what they were
getting into at the front end, there would be less trouble at
the back end."
Accordingly, Wyden's hearings focused on pushing the
nation's Yellow Pages publishers to clean up their act. The
Yellow Pages Publishers ofAmerica responded with new voluntary recommendations for its members: henceforth, fake
clinics would be segregated into an "Abortion Alternatives"
category, with an accompanying disclaimer that they do not
perform or refer for abortions. The new policy would be
phased in over two years, as new editions of local directories
came into print.

ics outnumber real ones 16 to 5. "Women don't read that
small print. They just see the word 'abortion,' and they think
that's what they're looking for."

Another Hidden Agenda

Fake clinic operators insist that most centers bear little resemblance to what they call the "extreme" tactics of the Pearson
Foundation clinics. They are, they say, the victims of an
"abortion industry" that is afraid of fake clinics cutting into
their profits.
But most investigators agree that—with the possible exception of the Birthright chain—virtually all fake clinics engage
in deceptive practices. In fact, Christian Action Council affiliates, which have complained the loudest about public criticism, have yielded some of the worst reports of coercive
tactics and misinformation.
Yellow Pages Listings Are Key
Among these have been reports that may betray another hidRepresentatives of both phony clinics and genuine providers
have noted some impact. Fake-clinic advocate Tom Glessner den agenda: adoption brokering. Planned Parenthood's Leslie
of NIFLA notes what he calls the "disturbing trend that fewer Sebastian says she's heard from many women who were "railand fewer abortion-minded women are coming into the cen- roaded into adoption" by bogus clinics, even when they intendters. The centers are seeing more and more the women who ed to raise their babies themselves. One Kentucky woman
have decided to carry to term from the beginning, where reported being told that she should give her baby up for adoption because having premarital sex made her an unfit mother.
abortion isn't an issue."
Jenning says a hotline set up by his office to pass complaints
The most publicized case is that of Krista Stoner, a San
on to the Yellow Pages has "worked pretty well. A couple Diego teenager who went to the San Diego Pregnancy Center,
of the major groups that have been following bogus clinics a CAC affiliate, for counseling in 1989. Stoner says that though
have reported back to us saying that when the problem's she said she intended to keep her baby, they pegged her as a
identified, it's fixed."
drug addict (she had used crystal metamphetamine prior to
But with over 3,000 fake clinic operators and dozens of her pregnancy), and told her to give the baby up for adopYellow Pages publishers, a lot of problems are still not being tion. "They [said] that it could be retarded, you've had drugs
identified. And the activists and health providers around the in your system so long—scared the hell out of me. You're
country who actually monitor fake clinics tell of many mis- 19 years old, don't know where to go, and here are these
people you believe are your godsend, and you get in their
leading ads that persist.
"Everyone just sort ofwaited for the committee to do some- little spell."
thing, when in fact we knew that there wasn't a whole lot
Stoner was placed in a host home until she went into labor;
that they could do," says Deanna Duby of the liberal lobby- then, while under sedation at the hospital, she was made to
ing group People for the American Way, which filed a con- sign a form that the phony clinic representative said was "for
sumerfraudcomplaint against several phony clinics in Maryland. MediCal reasons." In fact, it authorized an adoptive couple
The Maryland attorney general's office, she recounts, dragged chosen by the fake clinic to remove the baby from the hosits feet, but negotiated with the local Yellow Pages to get pital. This s p n n g , § t o n e r W Q n a
one particularly misleading ad out of the "Abortion"
listings—only to have it reappear under "Clinics."
Many Yellow Pages publishers have neatly segregated the "Abortion" listings into "Alternatives" and
"Services"—but have maintained a "Clinics" listing
where anything goes. And the ads remain deceptive. At the front of the Chicago Yellow Pages is a
p i l O n y C l l n l C —but her daughter remains in
full-page ad headed "Considering Abortion? It's
the custody ofthe fundamentalist Christian couple who adoptYour Choice." It directs women to "The Women's Center," ed her.
the chain of fake clinics run by anti-abortion pioneer Joe
Sebastian is pleased with Stoner's victory, along with her
Schiedler. A Dayton, Ohio organization's "Abortion Aftercare" own successful lawsuit to bar three San Diego centers, includhotline ad lists "possible aftereffects of abortion" from exces- ing San Diego Pregnancy Center, from advertising as "clinsive bleeding and pelvic inflammation to "spontaneous cry- ics." But she is disheartened as well. "We had to file a lawsuit,
ing" and "suicidal tendencies." And when Manhattan Pregnancy involve governmental agencies, spend resources, tie up a
Services, the phony clinic that Nicole visited, was barred from court's time, to get an agency that's not a licensed medical
advertising under " Clinics" by the state attorney general, they facility not to advertise as a medical clinic," she says. "The
advertised as the "E. Manhattan Location" of a licensed state of California will protect you from Sears, but they won't
Brooklyn clinic that agreed to lend its name.
protect you from this, and I have a hard time understanding
"Ninety percent of the women we get who have been to that, I really do.'>
fake clinics heard about them through the Yellow Pages,"
says Amelia McCracken, director community education at Neil deMause is a freelance writer and co-editor of Frontlines, a
Reproductive Health Services in St. Louis, where fake clin- New York-based reproductive rights newsletter.

,000 judgment (as yet
uncollected) against the
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D O I N G THE WOMAN
JUSTICE: RUTH BADER
GINSBURG
By Suzanne Levine

"To be honest, until I began to prepare
for these hearings, I didn't realize the depth
and the extent to which you have played
a very critical role in breaking down the
barriers that have barred women from
public and private sectors for centuries."
Senator Diane Feinstein, Senate Hearing
7/20/93

descendants' estates violated the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. For the first time, the
Supreme Court invalidated a state law
on the ground of sexual discrimination
— almost a century after the Court had
upheld Illinois' refusal to admit a woman
to the practice of law.
inFrontierov. Richardson, 1973, Ginsburg

When Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 60, took
her place on the Supreme Court this fall,
it was the culmination of an outstanding
career dedicated to challenging laws that
discriminate against women. Many of us
did not have the time or patience to follow the Senate confirmation hearings for
the new Justice. But the content of those
hearings, as recorded in the Congressional
Record and summarized here, contain a
fascinating overview of how one woman
managed to challenge and radically redress
gender bias in the law.
Ginsburg personally broke barriers that had kept women
out of the academic and law arenas. Among the first nine
women admitted to Harvard Law School, she graduated at
the top of her class at Columbia Law School. She was the
first woman to join the faculty of Columbia Law School
and became one of the first tenured women professors.
Ginsburg suffered first-hand the effects of blatant discrimination. Despite top credentials, she was unable to get a job
at a major law firm. She was recommended as a law clerk
to Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, but he deemed
it inappropriate to have a woman clerk. As a litigator, she
was relegated to the "woman's work" of handling sex discrimination cases.
These indignities galvanized Ginsburg to devote her career
to breaking down the legal obstacle to women's advancement. She founded the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) Women's Rights Project and was involved with virtually every major gender case which reached the Supreme
Court in the 1970s. Of the six landmark cases she argued
before the Court, Ginsburg won five of them. These cases
wrote the history of modern gender discrimination law.
Ginsburg won the first of these cases, Reed v. Reed, in 1971.
The unanimous decision held that an Idaho law under which
"males must be preferred to females" as administrators of
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

challenged an Air Force rule that a female
enlistee could receive housing and medical benefits for her spouse only if she first
proved that he was dependent upon her
for over one-half of his support. No such
burden was imposed on males. Justice
Brennan s opinion in the case noted that,
traditionally, "such discrimination was
rationalized by an attitude of romantic
paternalism, which, in practical effect, put
women not on a pedestal but in a cage."
The case established, for the first time in
history, a strict scrutiny test of constitutionality for statutes based on such gender classifications.
In the 1975 Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld case, Ginsburg's litigation strategy included a brilliant tactic to help the all-male
Supreme Court see the unconstitutionality of gender discrimination: she argued a case in which the victim was a
man. In the Wiesenfeld family, the wife was the wage earner, paid Social Security, and died in childbirth. The husband
wanted to collect Social Security survivor benefits in order
to raise his child, but was refused the "mother's benefit"
because he was male. After Ginsburg s arguments, the Supreme
Court voted unanimously in Wiesenfeld s favor, the majority saying the gender-based classification discriminated against
the woman wage earner.
"What a distance we have traveled from the day President
Thomas Jefferson told his secretary of state the appointment of
women to public office is an innovation for which
the public is not prepared; 'nor,'Jefferson added, 'am I,'" Judge
Ginsburg said at the confirmation hearings. She
quoted Justice Thurgood Marshall, who noted that 'we the
people' has grown ever larger. Ginsburg affirms that
theframersof the Constitution intended to "create a more perfect union that would become ever more perfect over time."*
Suzanne Levine is an assistant editor on this magazine,
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n January 16,1992, peace accords were signed
k in El Salvador, ending a dozen years of civil
war that pitted the Farabundo Marti National
Liberation Front (FMLN) against a rightwing military government. Both the rightwing military government and the left-wing
FMLN presented plans for restructuring
Salvadoran society.
Nearly one third of the FMLN guerrilla forces, who fought
for 12 harrowing years in the mountains, were women. But
neither of the restructuring plans directly addressed women's
issues: equality in education, health care, job opportunities,
and legal justice in instances of rape and domestic abuse.
The explanation for this was bureaucratic: Plans for families are plans for women. A conservative view of the role of
women might well have been expected from the right, but
coming from the left it was a betrayal; many of the women—
the fighters, camp aides, and civilian supporters—had harbored hopes that they werefightingfor an inclusive liberation.
For the women of El Salvador the question, at this critical juncture, is whether they can articulate their agenda in
such a fashion that the "new" state will recognize them and
render their physical, sexual, economic and political violation unlawful. For feminists worldwide, El Salvador raises
the compelling questions of how an oppressed female population can participate in the political process and whether
the guerilla experience can be a training ground for feminist awareness.
Salvadoran women have been extremely active in liberation movements. In the 1930s, women took to the streets
denouncing the policies of General Maximiliano Hernandez
Martinez. In the 1950s, they lobbied for the right to vote.
In the 1960s, they finally began to make inroads into university education. And in the 1970s, women were the first
to organize against the brutality ofarmy and security forces—
they did this in their parishes, among relatives of the disappeared, and in student groups.
They did this despite the fact that, as in most third world
countries, the women carry a heavy double load of work,
needing to bring in income, as well as having to carry the
full weight of household work. Rosa Elia, a campesina from
the province of Morazan, fully recognizes this double burden when she says that what the women in her community need more than anything else is a laundromat.
"A women gets up when it is still dark, three or four.
Maybe she'll have time to make herself a cup of coffee. She'll
leave her house while it's still dark, walk the half kilometer
to wash her clothes in a small stream, then walk back home
with the wet, heavy clothes, and make breakfast for her kids
by seven a.m. She has to take them to school or a day care
center, then go and work her eight hour day. And then back
home to make dinner and fall asleep. So you see it's a double load for women."
Political activity has emergedfromthe traditions ofSalvadoran
women, who have drawn their strength from their maternal identity and devotion to community. During the extended power plays FMLN guerrilla
that have marked Salvadoran history, with rifle
women have always been the mainstay poised in town
of life; for they are the caretakers of of Chalatengo,
their families. The traditional Salvadoran El Salvador,
woman has been raised in a strictly 1988
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Catholic environment, and remains profoundly Catholic during the war, she explains, often led them to leave their
culturally, even though she may havejoined one of the evan- restrictive, traditional families to work in guerrilla camps—
gelical sects. Typically, she is deeply spiritual; she is from the or even camps for war refugees. The war pushed back the
countryside, comes from a long line of landless farmers, and political and social horizons for many of these women: "We
is poor. She may not be able to sign her own name. She is proved ourselves," she says, "and don't have to go back to
a mother and a servant. Her primary emotional relation- the roles we occupied before. We want to struggle for power
ships are often with her children. She gives birth without for women, not just in the popular movement, but nationmedical help. In imitation of the respect given to Mary, the ally."
Herrera s is a credo of guarded hope, but like all credos, it
Mother ot God, motherhood is worshipped.
Salvadoran women, who engage in "productive" as well needs to be critiqued. Were the guerrilla camps, in fact,
as "reproductive" labor, work primarily in the poorest paid training grounds for feminist awareness, or were they, in spite
sales and service sectors of society. As in many third world of the seeming freedoms they offered, a reconfiguration of
countries, the labor code prohibits unequal pay based on the old patriarchal system—a reconfiguration rendered dangender, but only one-tenth of the women work above the gerous both by its attachment to a liberationist ideology and
minimum wage, and no case has ever been brought to court by its inevitable validation of violence? Were the women
contesting unequal pay. The Ministry ofLabor has a' 'Women who joined the FMLN joining a movement that had their
and Minors" sector, thus bracketing women with children liberation in mind, or were they trading in their traditionin their treatment and benefits. Women are protected from al roles as peace-keepers and life-protectors in order to imiallegedly "dangerous" work situations by restrictions that tate male aggression? What is to be the future ofthese women?
Robin Morgan, feminist and former editor-in-chief of Ms.
often keep them out of high paying jobs.
magazine, is skeptical
Legal marriage and its
about just how much
protection under law are
female liberation can take
rare in El Salvador. Church
place within a military
and state weddings are
structure, either of the
reserved for the elite.
left or of the right. In
The abandonment of
her book, The Demon
mothers with children
Lover: On the Sexuality
is, therefore, all too comof Terrorism, she holds
mon. However, male
with the assumption that
interests are legally prowhen it comes to the use
tected in marriage. A
of violence, men and
married woman can be
women are different.
divorced by her husband
Men have historically ,
for the mere suspicion
operated, she believes, j
of adultery, while her
according to the prin- !
husband can be legally
ciple of thanatos—a love j
divorced by her only if
of death that is perpet- \
adultery leads to public
uated by a belief in the \
scandal and abandonnecessity of violence, j
ment.
Women have operated :
Rape is a crime in El
Salvador "if the rapist Near Usulutan, morning exercises last from 5 to 6 AM each day. according to ems—a love
of life perpetuated by
uses force"; and a third
party witness is necessary to prosecute. There is no law against the avoidance of violence. But, like all polarities, the difrape within marriage nor is there official policy against sex- ferences bleed into one another in complicated ways, and
ual harassment. Domestic abuse occurs, by admission of fam- Morgan sees this as a source of particular danger.
ily members, in at least half of Salvadoran households. In
She holds that "terrorism," gratuitous violence—both state
short, a combination of folklore, religion, and a history of and anti-state—results from an erotic pursuit of death—
conquest has left women the most oppressed sector of thanatos—at its most sexually potent level, promoted by men
Salvadoran society.
but possessing an assumed, and often all too actual, erotic
It is this seeming contradiction between the traditional appeal for women. Women may not share the "phallic exciteoppression of Salvadoran women and their abiding com- ment'' that enshrines toughness, but they are vulnerable to
mitment to their country and communities that makes them the political and social power that validates this excitement,
a compelling model for feminists worldwide. For this seem- and they pay their allegiance in culturally reinforced erotic
ing contradiction may well provide a key to their eventual desire. The hardened hero, in pursuit of his cause and vicious
liberation from systemic "machismo."
to his enemies, is both desired by women and envied by
Morena Herrera, ex-combatant in the FMLN and cur- men. This object of desire may be "demonic" in his aggresrently an organizer in Women for Dignity and Life, explains sion, but the "demon lover" promises safety—as long as the
that the very responsibility placed upon women for the sur- woman does his bidding.
vival of their families is what causes them "to make demands,
This is the way of power and the hierarchies established by
and to work to establish communal networks of support." the powerful. Acts of love, community, and care for the planOtherwise their children die. Their political participation et simply cannot compete for ultimate emotional release
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with the "transcendence offered by vengeance."
was deeply connected to their sense of themselves and their
Women are the primary victims of the misuse of power. own, unique oppression.
The vulnerability of women is in itself not complicated—
Gladis "Elizabeth" Melara, ex-coiuandantc and official in
women are pregnable, rapable and, because their upper body the FMLN foundation for ex-combatants, says, simply:
strength is less than the average man, beatable. But the sup- "When mothers see children starve, they seek change. When
pression of one half of the species by the other has— survival becomes impossible, women too seek revolution."
expectably—complex political implications. Throughout
Morena Herrera agrees with Melara, but goes further in
history rape has been a distinct military strategy; thus Dan terms of articulating state oppression that expressly targets
Rather could, with impunity, make the on-air assertion dur- women. "There were no alternatives when we chose to react
ing the Gulf War that "the United States had had its way violently against the repression of the '70s. For example,
with Iraq." In many countries patriarchal violence within there was a time when a woman risked arrest just for wear"normal" families has made the traditional patriarchal state ing pants, tennis shoes, and a baseball cap. You had to wear
and its violent acts possible.
a skirt and a pair of pumps just to move around the city."
Such a critique of the patriarchal state is, of course, quite She recalls a time when she was at a bus stop in downtown
popular with the political left. But Morgan and others claim San Salvador with her two-year-old daughter and a male
that the "demon lover" is all
colleague: "A death squad
too prevalent in revolutionpulled up in front of us. They
ary movements as well, a phetried to get all three of us, but
nomenon which accounts for
I was able to escape with my
the fact that few revolutions
daughter. I remember thinktruly transform society but,
ing that it would be better for
rather, allow one patriarchy
them to kill me running away
to replace another. Morgan
from them than to have them
sees this as the case in the
torture my daughter in front
Palestinian movement, where
of me."
"educated Palestinian women,
Our surmise is that Melara,
sophisticated in the ways of
Herrera and many other
patriarchal politics, [have] risen
Salvadoran women who joined
as far as possible within the
the guerrilla movement did
PLO only to hit the glass ceilnot in that time ofwidespread
ing of male supremacy." She
violence simply abandon their
sees it to have been the case
traditional eros for male-cenin the U.S. civil rights movetered thanatos. Their stories
ment where manhood often
suggest to us that for the sake
became synonymous with
of defending the right to life
black power, and matriarchy
against a state determined to
was accused ofhaving destroyed
crush that right, they conthe black family. Morgan is
cluded that an armed stand
arguing for, but does not yet
needed to be taken. At best,
see, total revolution—a transthis was neither a love of vioformation ofsociety in which
lence, nor of the violent. For
the negotiating strengths of
over and over we have heard
the physically vulnerable are
the stories ofwomen for whom
valued, and in which the cycle
love of life itself forced active
of violence is judged to be
defensive measures against the
insufficient to save sentient
powers of death.
life, and the planet itself.
Furthermore, we have come
to
believe that in some sigWhile Morgan s view seems
nificant ways their choice to
all too true in the industrijoin the FMLN helped to
alized countries, El Salvador A moment's respite for FMLN guerrilla in town of
transform a predominantly
may be able to find a way out Morazan, El Salvador.
male guerrilla army into one
of the death conquers love
theory. It may be unfashionably optimistic to suggest that more respecting of life and of the equal rights of all of its
Salvadoran women could be moving toward an inclusive members, although many issues of sexism prevailed. From
revolution, but we've seen that they have learned things from the beginning of the armed conflict in the late 1970s and
their participation in the civil war that will make it impos- early 1980s, guerrilla forces were at least a third women,
sible for them to return to a life of traditional submission. women who had been student and union organizers in the
We find their participation in the FMLN to be more than 1970s and who were relatives of the killed and disappeared.
mere susceptibility to the lure of the "demon lover," to the Most often, guerrilla women dedicated themselves to supold, tired, eroticized assumption that only guerrilla violence port work such as staffing the field hospitals, preparing food,
can combat state violence (and vice versa). It became clear maintaining radio communications, assembling explosion
when we visited the guerrilla camps that their participation devices, and organizing the civilian population.
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Former women guerrillas acknowledge that it was more
difficult for a woman to make it as a combatant than a man—
that a women had to demonstrate extreme steadfastness and
toughness to attain a position of leadership among combatants—but it •was possible. Ultimately one in everyfiveactive
combatants was a woman.
Morena Herrera was sixteen in 1981, when she joined the
guerrillas. She moved from the city to the countryside to
organize rural women. They harvested sugar cane, prepared
food, took supplies to the field hospitals for the wounded
and even built a small hospital for the civilian population.
Later, she took on military responsibilities and moved into
a position of power within the fighting forces. But she realized that the power she had attained was not available to
most of the other women. "It was space for certain women
who were able to work within male parameters. There was
the sense of having to compete with men and having to pay
more to reach a position of power than men." For Herrera
this was high cost, indeed. It meant abandoning her three
daughters for long periods of time.
Nevertheless, the fact that a third of the FMLN forces were
women greatly affected the character and success of guerrilla operation. They were an integrated, often familial group.
On one of our visits to the camps, the men prepared dinner over an open fire, while the women sat on the hillside
to speak with us.
Compared to other guerrilla movements in the third world,
the Salvadoran guerrilla power structure had many women
in prominent positions. But Salvadoran feminists point out
that many of these women did not atfirstwork from a gender understanding. They dedicated themselves to issues of
justice, but did not see the women's movement as necessarily having anything to do with them. As the war went on,
they began to recognize that they had common issues that
made them different from the men they fought with, and
they began to talk about these issues among themselves.
In the late 1980s this more reflective population of women
in guerrilla camps encountered the civilian women's movement. "Women in the cities reached out to their sisters in
arms. Joint workshops and celebrations were held. This coming together facilitated a new stage for the Salvadoran women's
movement during the peace process. But were women heard
in the process itself?
The scales of war turned in November, 1989, after a successful major FMLN offensive. The Salvadoran Army finally agreed to meet the FMLN at the negotiating table. Two
female comandantes from the FMLN were on the negotiating team. However, when the peace accords were signed on
January 16, 1992, all the signatories were male. The subsequent reconstruction plans called for demilitarization, but
neither the government nor the FMLN addressed the hidden violence—domestic abuse, rape and incest—that invariably accompanies a military climate of violence, and neither
side made provisions for the fair treatLife in a guerril- ment of female ex-combatants, particularly in terms of land tenure. It can
la camp, more
only be concluded that for all of the
varied than
women's influence during the war, at
imagined, in
the point of peace, the women's moveFMLN conment
was still seen as a thing apart from
trolled zone,
the arena where real decisions were
Chalatengo, El
made.
Salvador, 1988.
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The historic dynamic of the fascist father who turns power
over to the victorious, revolutionary son, while mother and
daughter wait for their (nonexistent) turn, would seem to
be firmly and dismally in place. But there is a difference
here; there was no military victory in El Salvador, no simple transfer of power. The identity of the new state is currently being forged. President Cristiani, who represents the
right-wing ARENA party, is still in office, but the High
Command of the Salvadoran Army has been subject to findings of the United Nations Truth Commission about military crimes. The left-wing FMLN has become a full-fledged
political party and shed its military dress. Presidential, assembly and municipal elections are scheduled for March, 1994,
and there is much to be settled in the meantime.
Salvadoran women make up over 50 percent of the potential voting population. The war has made them see their
oppression and sense their political power for perhaps the
first time. But do they have the force and stamina to insist
on a reconfiguration of the state so that it acknowledges
them? What might they do to arrest the transfer of power
from one patriarchy to another?
Herrera explains that women are trying to turn their new
awareness into a unified political platform. "This is why so
many of us women are talking about the 1994 elections.
We're saying that it is important that a national platform
include the needs of all the discriminated sectors of our country. In this
Top: two guerrillas pause In a way, we serve as an example for other
groups to demand inclusion in the platdoorway of
rebel controlled form."
Many of the women organizers speak
barrio of

debates between women on the left and the right to work
out "an agenda for women—an agenda of health, human
rights and sexuality—leading to the elaboration of a political platform." They will work to get this agenda adopted
by the various political parties for the 1994 elections.
If women vote as a block in that election, there's no question but that they could make a considerable impact. But
that will require a massive effort, for many women are still
unregistered and others have had their ballots annulled because
they "weren't filled out correctly." Literacy and civic training are proving to be essential for women traditionally left
out of the political process, and Maria Zamora's institute for
the political education of women is addressing exactly that
problem. Should her husband Ruben Zamora run for and
win the presidential election, he will owe much to the female
vote.
It is perhaps foolish of Salvadoran feminists to think that
institutional sexism can be unseated in a single historical era,
or to imagine that complicity with the "demon lover" during those twelve years of armed struggle has not inevitably
made them the handmaids of an emerging patriarchy. But
it is also possible that what they learned when they joined
the war will allow them to make systemic changes. It is too
early to tell for sure, but not too early to give the women's
movement of El Salvador our absolute support.
Robin Morgan is clearly correct that women's participation in national liberation movements is often utilized by
patriarchy for male ends. But while third world women
need to be wary of this "demon lover" in his pseudo-revolutionary dress, first world women need to be wary of
cross-cultural judgments. One woman's demon may be
Zacamilin in San with hope about the concertacion de mujeresanother's necessity, in that what is at stake for women try(coordination ofwomen's groups) now ing to practice a life-giving avoidance of violence is, to
Salvador.
taking place in El Salvador. In this coor- some extent, always situationally unique. In El Salvador,
Bottom: an old
dination effort, women from the left women's participation in the "thanatotic" cycle of violence
woman takes
pot shots with a and right meet to discuss common issues. was certainly an insufficient means of bringing peace and
Pacita Munoz report that women in transformation to that beleaguered country, but it may have
toy rifle, 1988.
the FMLN have been accused by FMLN been a necessary choice for many. And who can deny that
men of having betrayed the revolu- even with the inherent sexist contradictions within revotionary process through their work in the concertacion, so theylutionary ranks, many Salvadoran women took the opporare strategically walking the tight rope, concentrating on tunity to come to a new feminist consciousness that
unity within the left, and trying to stay in dialogue with could—just could—change the course of Salvadoran hiswomen on the right.
tory*
Zoila Innocenti, head ofthe Sociology and Political Science
departments of the Jesuit University of Central America, Special thanks to Laurajackson, on assignmentfrom Monitor Radio
reports that the Women's Studies program now offers class- in January 1993, for collaboration on interviews and for general
es to students, administrators, staff and professionals in the insights, and to Robin Braverman, writer and consultant on women's
community, focusing on a new vision of gender and the issues in El Salvador, for helping us to make all-important contacts.
"role that women can play in their country." UNICEF and We also thank Ms. Pacita Munoz for her insights into Salvadoran
UNIFEM from the United Nations are funding the uni- culture, and Ms. Morena Herrera for an extended interview on war
versity's gender outreach programs, including work with the and sexism.
comandanda (the high level commanders) of the FMLN.
According to Innocenti, "they themselves have recognized Betsy Morgan is Professor of Literature and Social Renewal at
that they have been proposing plans that keep women in Eastern College in St. Davids, PA. Recently she co-produced, with
their traditional roles," surely a milestone—maybe even a Laurajackson, the television documentary "El Salvador: Portraits
millennial stone! Under her direction, the university is orga- in a Revolution." They are presently working on a new film, "From
nizing monthly meetings which bring together representa- Selma to Salvador," that deals with voter registration issues.
tives from non-governmental organizations, international
organizations and the government to develop a national plan Serena Gosgrove has been a writer and consultant on women's issues
for women.
in El Salvadorfor the last five years. She is a graduate student at
Likewise, Isabel Asencio, a chief organizer ofwomen's con- Northeastern University. With Robin Braverman, she co-authored
ferences, has been instrumental in setting up a series of The Faces of Maria, due to be published in 1994.
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magine having oral contraceptives as available as aspirin—
a steady supply no further away than the open shelf of
your neighborhood drugstore. Teenagers, busy working mothers, all women could buy the contraceptives without having to pay for a doctor's visit or enduring a pelvic
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BUT W I L L IT WORK?

Ironically,
making birth control pills
available without prescription
could lead to a
rise in unwanted pregnancies.
By Maxine Lipner
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exam.
At first blush, over-the-counter (OTC) sales sounds like a
progressive idea, and it's gained some momentum of late.
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation held a major medical conference on the subject in July, and the Food and
Drug Administration consideration for the move is stirring.
Those who favor non-prescription status say the birth control pill is being held hostage to the demand that a woman
get a necessary—but unrelated—gynecological exam. It's
the equivalent, they say, of insisting that men be examined
for testicular cancer before being allowed to purchase condoms.
But the issue is by no means as clearcut as it mayfirstappear.
Opponents note that setting women adrift in the market
system might do more harm than good.
As Cynthia Pearson, program director of the National
"Women's Health Network, based in Washington, D.C., puts
it, if the pill is available over the counter, "The well-educated, relatively well-off woman would be empowered, but
women who are young, new users, or have a low income
could actually be set back."
For some low-income women, birth control is their ticket to health care, Pearson notes. "They can't qualify for
Medicaid because the rules are so stringent, but they can
qualify for state family planning, federal family planning,
and all sorts of different programs. Being a birth control user
helps women get access to routine primary preventive screening tests."
Luz Alvarez Martinez, director of the National Latina
Health Organization, based in Oakland, California, concurs. Martinez, whose allegiance lies withpoor, non-Englishspeaking Latino women, is worried that making pills available
over the counter would rob her constituency of the advice
of healthcare professionals, on whom they rely to explain
pill usage and contraindications.
"It's difficult even for very educated people to get through
reading all of the inserts," Martinez points out. The tiny
print, available only in English, and the complexity ofinstructions are significant barriers for many Latino women. Another
difficulty would be selecting the optimal oral contraceptive
from all the formulas and brands that are available. "Doctors
themselves often have a hard time choosing the best [oral]
contraceptive for each patient. How are women going to
do this for themselves?" Martinez wonders.
Teenagers are another vulnerable group, who are often
struggling to sort out the facts about sex and contraception.
Teens just don't have the same storehouse of knowledge that
their older sisters have, Pearson points out. Just as with sex
in general, first-time users of oral contraceptives pick up a
lot of misinformation from each other.
Martinez worries that teens in particular may not understand the importance of following directions in taking the
pill. "A young woman may have $23 to spend for the pills
this month but not have the money when she needs the next
cycle. So she might delay and just begin taking the pill again
when she has the money," Martinez notes. "Without having the education from healthcare providers on the imporON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994
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availability such discounts were no longer an important measure for inspiring brand loyalty in women, the pill could
become less accessible to the lowest income members of
society, according to Pearson.
The loss of such revenue could mean some clinics would
have to close their doors, according to Sanger. "Or what
might happen is that the cost of the medical visit would have
to go up to make up for the loss of pill revenue," he adds.
What about the pharmaceutical companies themselves? Are they in for a
windfall? It's hard to say how things
will ultimately shake out, but Stewart
does see them as reaping some benefits. Since the vast majority ofwomen
in America take oral contraceptives
at some time in their life, increasing
their availability will probably end up increasing sales, Stewart
t h a n o t h e r w o m e n , " she says Tak observes.
ing time off to arrange transportation and show up at a clinThe upcoming healthcare reform will no doubt have some
ic at the correct time, is an even bigger problem when you're impact on this issue. Theoretically, easy access to the health17 years-old then when you're 25."
care system for all could guarantee that poor women wouldn't
Another issue of particular concern for young women is lose their link to medical professionals. But for now, Martinez
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). Birth control refill vis- doesn't see such potential changes as playing a role in the
its currently serve as a carrot of sorts to draw women back debate. "It's going to be years before every woman is going
for important STD screening tests. Pearson believes that to have easy access to health care, especially reproductive
women are less likely to have the tests without such a lure health care and that's in question right now," she notes.
and thus suffer lasting consequences.
"The proponents say women are smart. 'We'll tell them Potential options
they need to come back for STD screening and they'll just So what do we do now? Should feminists push for overdo the right thing,'" she says. "It's a little naive to be that the-counter pill status despite the potential consequences or
optimistic." Pearson believes
should they back the status quo? Perhaps the answer lies in
Then there's the issue of AIDS education. If a woman expanding the current choices of prescription-only or overdoesn't need to consult a health professional before obtain- the-counter status for drugs.
ing birth control, might she neglect to take necessary meaAlexander Sanger foresees the possibility of involving the
sures to protect herselffrom HIV? Martinez thinks so. "Studies neighborhood pharmacist in consumer education. "Right
have shown that the majority of Latino women do not feel now they tell you which cold medication to take," he says.
that they are at risk for AIDS and HIV," she notes. If they "I think the druggist could perform the same function with
don't go to a clinic for their oral contraceptive prescription birth control pills."
they'll also miss out on HIV education. That will make them
Felica Stewart proposes some sort of testing of women's
very vulnerable, she fears.
knowledge before they're allowed to buy oral contracepAlexander Sanger, president ofPlanned Parenthood ofNew tives. A healthcare professional could evaluate a woman's
York City, counters that such counseling need not be linked understanding of oral contraceptives before issuing her an
to pill usage. "Women should be going to their doctor once ID card entitling her to purchase pills OTC for the next five
a year anyway, to have a Pap smear, a breast exam, and HIV years or so, says Stewart. Or, potential pill patrons could call
counseling," he says.
a 1-800 nurse who could test their knowledge of pill usage
Economic fallout
and then fax them approval if they qualify.
Selling the pill without prescription could have serious ecoSimplified pill labeling could also help. "We should evalunomic implications for those who can least afford it. Many ate the labeling based on what women learn from it—not
such "women currently get prescription—but not over-the- what the lawyers for the drug companies or lawyers for the
counter—drugs free via Medicaid or Title X clinics.
FDA think should be in it," Stewart stresses. Television announceStewart believes poor women's advocates are needlessly ments, advertisements and programs to educate women about
fearful on this issue. Just because some brands of a particu- proper use of oral contraceptives are also a possibility.
lar drug are sold over the counter doesn't mean that other
Ingenious solutions like these could make that tempting
brands won't still be available by prescription, as is the case image of oral contraceptives lining drugstore shelves viable
for yeast infection medications.
for all women. In our zeal to make such a dream a reality,
Another source of contraceptives for low-income women, however, we have to be sure that we don't dangle the pill
the not-for-profit clinics such as Planned Parenthood, might just out of some women's reach or inadvertently jeopardize
be threatened by non-prescription oral contraceptives. The our collective well-being.*
clinics currently subsidize patient care with the revenues
they make by reselling pills sold to them at a deeply dis- Maxine Lipner is a New York-based health and medical writer
counted rate by pharmaceutical companies. Were pharma- whose work has appeared in N e w York Magazine and other pubceutical companies to decide that with over-the-counter lications.

tance of taking the pills in sequence, more young women
may end up with unintended pregnancies."
But Felicia Stewart, M.D., who is affiliated with the Sutter
Medical Foundation in Sacramento, California, sees overthe-counter status for the pill as a benefit for teens. She projects a scenario in which young women would initially
consult a health professional, who could assuage any concerns about the pill and teach them to use it correctly. They
could then take advantage of easy OTC refill access.

"The refill issue is a really big deal
for teenagers—they have even
less money and less flexibility
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TAKE
BACK
THE

NET!

Don't Let On-Line's
Dirty Little Secret
Prevent You From
Exploring Cyberspace
By Stephanie Brail
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ou are at home, sitting at your computer, reading
the latest messages, via electronic- or e-mail, from
friends and family around the country. You're tired
and have been scanning the screen quickly—when suddenly one message leaps out at you: "Why don't you get a life
you on-the-rag, stuck up cunt? Geez, you really need to get
fucked in the ass."
That's what happened to me a few months ago. I was shaken and scared. The message was signed "Hemroid," and it
was the first of many such communications to scroll across
my screen, telling me what an "evil cunt" I 'was and how
my opinions were worthless. The man, who also called himself "Mike," sent me reams of pornographic text. And I
couldn't do a thing about it. Mike's fake e-mail addresses
protected him from even my nasty rejoinder, let alone punitive actions by computer authorities.
My life in cyberspace, as the electronic world is sometimes
known, hasn't always been this eventful. I began going "online" when my dad insisted I get a computer account at college so he could send e-mail messages to me and save on
long distance phone charges. When messages are sent using
a computer modem, each party only has to connect to a
local network phone number.

news, special interest forums and access to databases.

We are talking world-wide
If commercial networks are like bookstores, the Internet
(known as "the net") is like a vast well-funded public library,
with access to the best and biggest libraries everywhere. It
connects thousands of computer systems—from businesses
and universities to the Library of Congress. There are 15
million users worldwide—some say it's expanding by a million new members a month—and so far women comprise
only an estimated 10 to 15 percent of users. Millions of
members access the Internet every day for research, e-mail
and, perhaps ... sexual harassment.
Being a personal victim of electronic harassment made me
wonder if other women have the same experiences. Was
high-tech harassment such as this the reason why so few
women connect to the Internet?
In a survey taken by Dr. Anita Borg, founder and administrator of the Systers mailing list, a group of 1,500 women
computer system operators, one in five of the 500 respondents said they had been sexually harassed on-line. Half of
the women surveyed felt that changes in the systems were
needed "to make them more conducive to the participation
of women and girls."

No more snail mail
I joined the university network and my dad belonged to
CompuServe; the two are connected through the Internet,
a vast publicly supported super-network—part of that information superhighway Al Gore always talks about. Once I
learned how to get mail from my father ("Hi, Stephanie, I
hope you are doing well in English") and send messages to
him ("I'm getting all A's. Please send money"), I was hooked.
After college I found a commercial Internet provider in
my area. With that I could send and receive e-mail, "telnet" to other computer networks and join newsgroups. I
also got my own CompuServe account, which gave me

Real-life anarchy
There's no central authority on the net, which is an anarchic conglomerate of thousands of smaller networks. As a
small but visible minority, the problems women run into
there are not surprising, but simply a reflection of Real Life.
We get to experience the common problem of having our
ideas ignored, for example, while a man gets lauded for saying the same thing. We can also be the object of unwanted
requests for dates or sex, known on the net as "wanna fucks."
Some women have even had men look up their on-line
names in phone books and call them on the telephone. In

How To Connect
Whether cyberspace travel sounds like
the trip of your dreams or you just
want a good place to get a stock
quote, many options are available for
going on-line. The first thing you need
is a computer and a modem. Modems
can run from $50 to $300, depending
on quality and speed. Warning: don't
be tempted to save money by buying a
modem with a speed less than 2400
baud. The money you'll spend in online time charges will soon far exceed
the price you would have paid for a
faster modem.
The following is a list of the major online services and some other smaller
services. Each service has its own personality and offerings.

to

The "big 5" commercial services:
A m e r i c a Online

800-827-6364
30-35 percent female.
Described by PC Magazine as "the talk
radio of the on-line services." AOL
does have rooms for "flirts" and singles; be warned that people are there
to meet other people (and a lot of
them are teenagers). AOL also hosts
SeniorNet, a popular service for members 55 and over that attracts many
women seniors.

Delphi
800-695-4005
10 percent female.
Delphi, though its interface is somewhat archaic, offers full Internet
access—including an extremely helpful
Internet forum—that can't be beat for
the price. Delphi also offers an easy
way for members to create (and pay
for) their own forums.

CompuServe Information
Service
800-848-8199
10 percent female.
The giant. Well-known for its business
services. Also known for being very
expensive if you spend much on-line
time in the forums. The typical
CompuServe female? She's married, in
her mid-40s, and makes between
$75,000 to $80,000 a year.
CompuServe is easy to use with their
special software, like the CompuServe
Information Manager for Windows.

CEnie
800-638-9636
20 percent female
GEnie hosts excellent private forums for
women and men, such as the Women's
Business section of the Home OfficeSmall Business Round Table.
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order to escape such attention, some have adopted genderneutral or male on-line pseudonyms. "When Patricia Currier,
a 19-year-old computer science major at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, changed her moniker to Terrylee, sexual harassment stopped.
E-mail is not the only site of on-line harassment. Chats,
talk requests and other real-time communications in which
participants type in whatever they want to say and it is read
by others simultaneously, are often used as virtual pick-up
joints. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is one such place.
Melinda Shore, a 37-year-old software engineer at the
Cornell Theory Center, has used the net for decades. She
finds it an invaluable resource for maintaining friendships
with people all over the world. But as a member of soc.motss,
the gay and lesbian newsgroup, she's received some "truly
nasty" e-mail. Finally she stopped responding to talk requests
from strangers. "It's not uncommon for undergraduate men
to cruise the network late at night, looking for women and
trying to talk to them," she says. "I know it's loneliness but
it's annoying, too."
The Denver Free-Net is one of a growing number of free
public access-to-internet sites across the country. Open only
since January 1993, Free-Net already has 6,000 users. After
just three months of operation, it began receiving complaints
about sexually suggestive conversations. Male staff entered
the system under assumed female names, to see if the complaints had merit. They found plenty of evidence, and solved
the problem by closing down IRC completely in July.

Someone is watching over you
Women who want to test the waters might want to begin
in a closed commercial system like CompuServe or Prodigy.
Given the rich resources available there, they might never
need to venture into Internet's newsgroups. They are certainly less likely to receive obscene messages.
Prodigy, a large commercial service with the highest com-

plement of female users—40 percent—has a strict policy
regarding obscenity and harassment, according to Debra
Borchert, manager of communications. Obscene messages
posted to bulletin boards are sent back to the poster for
rewriting. If a member receives an obscene message in email, Prodigy managers will contact the offender and ask
that the messages stop. One more instance results in a terminated account.
ECHO (East Coast Hang Out), founded by Stacy Horn
in 1990, is well-known for its woman-friendly atmosphere
and has attracted 40 percent female participation. Fifty percent of ECHO's conferences are moderated by women, and
that includes not only traditional women's forums but also
conferences of a technical nature. Horn also gave free oneyear accounts to female charter members.
That alone was enough to cause resentment among some
male cyberspace users. After a favorable article about ECHO
appeared in the hip computer magazine Wired, male readers passed around a parody entitled "The Evil Cunts Hang
Out." Horn was not surprised, but finds that most men
members like ECHO.
The men on ECHO are actually "terribly civilized," Horn
explains. "Men have found it valuable that women feel comfortable here. These women stick around and get to know
them and it's like a real community. So they have a vested
interest in keeping it this way."

Say no to yo?
ECHO has its occasional problems, especially with a realtime talk feature called "yo" which Horn says is not very
popular. "One thing we've noticed is that men 'yo' more
than women, and when a new woman comes on-line, they'll,
like, 'yo her up,'" Horn explains. "It can be annoying, so
we'll say 'Look, chill out.'"
ECHO also has a special place for women to report harassment and hassles. If a member has a complaint about anoth-

Prodigy Interactive Personal
Service
800-776-3449

A small sampling of others:

40 percent female.
Prodigy prides itself on being the consumer service, which means they try to
sell you stuff continuously by advertising on every screen. However, Prodigy
is a great service for families, with lots
of games for the kids. It's also easy to
use and the most appealing graphically
of all the on-line services. Does not support Internet e-mail, yet.

Just under 40 percent female.
This East Coast version of the WELL
(see below) hosts the Women's Online
Network, which is sponsored by such
feminist organizations as Ms., WAC,
WHAM, and others. Full Internet
access.

ECHO (East Coast Hang Out)

212-255-3839

The WELL (Whole Earth
'Lectronic Link)
415-332-4335
18 percent female.
A favorite of many, this Bay Area "hippie" network is known for its lively conferences, including perhaps the largest
Grateful Dead on-line conference in the
world. The WELL's Women on the
WELL (WOW) conference is a womenonly place where women can gather to
discuss anything. Full Internet access.
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WIRE—Women's Information
Resource and Exchange
415-615-8989
WIRE is a new service geared toward
women, complete with "Herstory,"
forums, famous guests, a women's
MediaWatch and more. The WIRE staff
provides technical support for setting
up modems and logging in.
More information on how to connect
to Internet and to local Internet
providers can be found in The Internet
Companion: A Beginner's Guide to
Global Networks, by Tracy LaQuey with
Jeanne C. Ryer, (Addison-Wesley). For
the more experienced, Ed Krol's The
Whole Internet User's Guide & Catalog,
(O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.), is highly
recommended.

er member, Horn's system operators often will talk to
the person who sent the offending message. Most cases
are resolved easily. "Usually they're very embarrassed,"
Horn says. They had no idea that some women resented their flirting.
Horn doesn't consider this censorship; she says most
users can be trusted to abide by the tone of individual
conferences. In ECHO's three years of existence she
has only had to force two people out. Both were men
who were offending and harassing the rest of ECHO's
members.
Following Horn's lead, Ellen Pack and Nancy Rhine
founded WIRE (Women's Information Resource and
Exchange), a new commercial on-line service based
in San Francisco, created to fill the void of women's
information on on-line services. Rhine describes the
service as a practical place where women can find all
the information they need in one stop. She considers
this particularly helpful for women with work and family responsibilities who often don't have as much time
as men do to play on different services.
The service, which opened in October, offers an
easy-to-use Windows interface. Databases such as
"Herstory," a news feed which brings in articles about
women's issues, women's health topics, and networking for women business owners, activists, and others,
are services decidedly different from the usual on-line
fare.
Ifsuch women-owned and women-designed services
become the norm, perhaps more on-line communications will become like Horn's ideal of ECHO. "It's
not like just the one or two strong voices...women
who would be heard no matter what.. .but here women
are generally heard in pretty much every topic and
every conference," Horn explains. "There is a different tone and atmosphere to the place because of the
presence of women."
Sexual harassment instances should not obscure the
fact that there are a lot of satisfied women network
users. "It bothers me that women aren't taking more
advantage of these services," says Judith Broadhurst, a
freelance writer who specializes in psychology and is
heavily involved in on-line communications. "It's the
new good ole boys network. And women are depriving themselves of it. A lot of wheeling and dealing is
now going on in cyberspace... the whole nature of
work and communication has changed forever." If
women don't learn to navigate in cyberspace, Broadhurst
predicts, "we're going to end up back in the typing
pool."
Perhaps the best advice about dealing with the maledominated net comes from Desiree McCrorey, a 38year-old computer-user interface designer: "I wouldn't
give any serious consideration to not using the net
based on any disturbing events. If I did, I wouldn't use
a phone or go into public. In fact, I've been telling all
my friends about the Internet....They find it fascinating and full of potential." •
Stephanie Brail, a Los Angeles-based freelance writer, is starting a magazine on technology and culture for women. Her
e-mail address is sbrail@nyx.cs.du.edu.
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hen I was in junior high, the church my
family attended was vandalized by a man
with a severe mental illness. A magnificent building reminiscent in scale and
mood of its ornate European predecessors, Minneapolis' Basilica of St. Mary looked the following Sunday like a freshly deserted battlefield: pews and tables
were overturned, spewing hymnals, votive candles and broken glass across the altar. Flowers and plants, which the previous day had saluted a new bride and groom, were now
gnarled lumps of dirt, leaves and wilted petals. But by far
the most disturbing sight among the rubble was a statue of
the Virgin Mary that had been bludgeoned with one of the
imposingly grand gold candlesticks that normally lit the main
altar. Like a rotted-out log, the statue lay on its side, a crack
running through the center of its milky white face. After
mass, women crowded around the statue, openly weeping.
Some said prayers out loud, some cradled her broken body
in their arms. Others frantically searched for pieces of her
nose, now a series of unrecognizable mounds of sand scattered on the marble floor.
I hadn't given this event much thought until recently when
I started reading about the current frenzy surrounding the
Virgin Mary. Unlike the recent interest in Jesus, which is
mainly an intellectual debate on his historical origins, adoration of his mother is happening in both the library and on
the street. Men and women, both sick and healthy, rich and
poor are joining together in a global grass roots revival dedicated to her glory. And while Christian churches still focus
on the teachings ofJesus, their officials increasingly have to
contend with the fact that by and large Mary is more popular with parishioners than her son.
From Portugal to Maryland, millions trek each year to
remote shrines built in her honor. Among the pilgrims is
Pope John Paul II, whose every visit triggers a near stampede of worshipers following in his footsteps. While some
shrines solemnly commemorate Mary-inspired miracles,
others offer the feeling of a ringside seat to the greatest show
on earth. Sightings of the Virgin have been reported all across
Europe, Latin America and even in U.S. cities like Denver.
In Santa Ana, California, another popular destination for
American Mary followers, she reportedly told people to
spread the word of her visits.
Mary is also a familiar face in former-Yugoslavia. Until
war broke out in 1990, over ten million people flocked to
the mountain village of Medjugorje, where nine years earlier, six young peasants claim, Mary began giving them daily
messages. American interest in Medjugorje is so widespread
that, according to Tune, "some 300 groups of... believers
exist across the U.S., publishing at least 30 newsletters and
holding a dozen conferences a year. There are 70 telephone
hot lines that feature the Virgin's messages from Yugoslavia:
in Alabama dial MOM-MARY"
Coexisting alongside these high-tech epiphanies is a growing group of theologians and scholars who argue that the
Mary behind all this fervor is a false symbol created by a
patriarchally-structured church and subsequently used as a
weapon against women. The biblical descriptions of the
woman who has inspired more adoration than any other
female in the history of the world—chaste, long-suffering,
all-forgiving, unfailingly maternal—these scholars argue,
have little to nothing in common with the real Mary. Using
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close reading and historical data as a point
of entry into the New Testament, these
scholars have blown a breath of feminist air
into Mariology—the church's teaching
about Mary — igniting contentious debate
within all sects of Christianity.
Ascertaining anything about the mother
of Jesus is a tricky undertaking when you
consider that there is almost no historical
data about Mary in the gospel narratives
(which tell the story ofJesus' life). Marina
Warner, author of Alone ofAll Her Sex: The
Myth and the Cult of the Virgin Mary, an
exhaustive examination of the meaning
behind the Virgin Mary's symbolic roles
(i.e. virgin, queen, bride, mother, intercessor), claims that aside from the fact that
her name probably was Mary, "the amount
of historical information about the Virgin
is negligible. Her birth, her death, her
appearance, her age are never mentioned.
During Christ's ministry she plays a small
part, and when she does appear, the circumstances are perplexing and often slighting."
Far from the living relationship depicted
in stained glass windows and other religious iconography, a reading of the Gospels
shows Jesus addressing Mary in terse, even
hostile terms. A prime example ofthis treatment occurs at the wedding in Cana (in
the second chapter of John) where Jesus
turns water into wine. Seeing that they had
run out, Mary goes to her son to solve the
problem. "O woman, what have you to do
with me? My hour has not yet come," he
responds. From the tone of this remark it
is obvious that Jesus had some hostility
towards his mother. But why?
While most Christian officials would vehemently argue otherwise, a growing number oftheologians, among themJohn Shelby
Spong, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of
Newark, New Jersey, believe that Mary was
not a virgin, but rather a woman who was
pregnant out of wedlock and then quickly married offto an elderly man with whom
she had other children. If this hypothesis
is correct, Jesus would have been an illegitimate child, a stigma even more damning then than it is today. Seen through this
lens, the coolness in Jesus' words toward
his mother are given a new relevance. In
fact, Stephen Mitchell, author of The Gospel According to
Jesus, speculates that the central Christian tenet of forgiveness stems from Jesus' struggle to forgive his mother.
But if Mary was a woman who was pregnant out of wedlock, where did the story of the virgin birth come from?
German theologian Uta Ranke-Heinemann, author of
Eunuchs for the Kingdom of Heaven: Women, Sexuality and the

Catholic Church, writes that her colleagues "are increasingly recognizing that 'virginity' is an intellectual model, approON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

priate to New Testament times, for the new beginning of Deciding that none of the literal details made much sense
history with Christ." And that by turning Mary's virginity to him, and that they actually jeopardized the integrity of
into a literal symbol, "we are obscuring the actual, salva- the stories, Spong dedicated years of work to reinterpreting
tion-history sense of the Gospel and distorting it into unbe- the Bible in a way that made more sense to him. His book,
Born of a Woman: A Bishop Rethinks the Birth of Jcsns, is his
lievable and unimportant miracles."
Bishop Spong shares Ranke-Heinemann s aversion to inter- most recent contribution to that end.
Much of Spong's findings answer the question of why, if
preting the Bible literally: "I don't think virgins give birth,"
Spong says. "Nor do I think that stars wander through the there's evidence of Mary's lack of virginity in the Bible, the
sky or that people get on camels and start following a star." images of her as a pure, chaste, ideal woman have persisted.
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According to Spong, it's important to remember that the remember that she was presented to the world through the
Bible was written over a period of time by different writ- words of men. According to Ranke-Heinemann, "As theers. The Christian Church achieved political and religious ology increasingly became the business of bachelors, sin was
power, it needed to defend that power by claiming divine more and more placed within the realm of sex. With the
ordination. And that meant that both Jesus and his mother growth of its sexual neurosis, with its commitment to makneeded to be more like God and less like ordinary people. ing lay people into monks, Christianity distanced itself from
"At rock bottom," Spong argues, "human beings believed its Jewish roots in the Old Testament and from Jewish life
that they had confronted the living God through the life of in general."
The tangled association of sex and guilt that women have
Jesus." The difference in the presentation of this miracle lies
at the heart of the virginity myth: close readings of the struggled against for centuries is the legacy of celibates writGospels show that the farther the writings took place from ing about sex in a way that reflected positively on their
lifestyle choices. Spong sadly acknowledges
" h
the date of Jesus' death, the more miraculous they got. According to Spong, "Paul,
who was diefirstwriter in the New Testament
(writing between 47 and 62 A.D.), simply
extols the birth of Jesus. Then when you
get to Mark, which is the first Gospel (65
to 70 A.D.) people are beginning to ask,
'well if we have experienced God through
Jesus, how did God get into him?' And Mark
says, 'God came into him at the baptism.'"
d e f i n e W O m e n . W h e n that ideal woman is referred
In fact it's not until the later Gospels of
to as a Virgin Mother," he continues, "it immediately means
Matthew and Luke (written in the ninth decade) that the that every other woman has no chance to ever being ideal.
moment of Jesus' divinity is taken back to the moment of If you want to be a virgin, then you have to do a nunnery
conception. John, writing in the tenth decade, goes even and live your life in virgin purity. If you want to be a lower
one further and denies the virgin birth tradition in favor of caste woman, you exercise the vocation of motherhood,
the notion that Jesus was the preexistent divine son who which means that there has to be the potential to have a child
lived in heaven with God since the moment of creation and every time you have a sexual liaison."
simply became enfleshed when he decided it was time to
Spong finds the hostility to female sexuality at its most
do so.
potent in the biblical treatment of the figure of Mary
Of course the existence of other children posed a prob- Magdalene, who he argues is not only the primary femilem for those defending Mary's divine purity. And like the nine figure in the Jesus movement but was also his •wife:
progression of Jesus' conception, Mary's virginity under- "She's listed first in every list of women and she's portrayed
went similar reworkings over time. According to Ranke- by John as the chief mourner at the tomb." Spong also points
Heinemann, "After New Testament times, from the second out that nowhere in the Bible is Mary Magdalene referred
century on, Jesus' brothers and sisters were first turned into to as a prostitute, and that her reputation was trashed. Her
stepbrothers and sisters from the first marriage of Joseph, threatening female sexuality was replaced by a chaste virgin.
now a widower." In about the year 400, Jerome did away
The legacy of Mariology is painfully obvious: as popular
with them altogether by making them into cousins and as she is, the Virgin Mary is nothing more than an abstract
claiming that Joseph •was also a virgin. Even to this day symbol used, as Spong says, "as a weapon"—especially by
Pope John Paul II asserts that Mary was a perpetual virgin Roman Catholics. Warner points out that in the countries
•whose hymen remained intact even after she gave birth.
where she has the most influence (especially in Latin America
Even though these writers were using the concept ofMary's and southern Europe), women also have lower status. By
virginity to a new end, the moral superiority of virginity denying Mary the right to sexual pleasure and other human
was not a uniquely Christian value that, in Ranke-Heinemann's experiences and emotions, the framers of the Bible have left
words, "brought self-control and asceticism to a pagan world modern women with a set of symbols that are all but imposthat delighted in pleasure and the body." Instead, she asserts, sible to relate to.
"the image of the Virgin Birth corresponds to the legends
While Spong likens the popularity of teaching the reviand metaphorical language of Antiquity which trace the sionist version of the Virgin to "telling children that Santa
descent of famous individuals back to the gods."
Clause is a myth," he has also noticed that women in parLikewise, many feminists are claiming that the figure of ticular thirst for a more human version of Mary. Without
the Virgin Mary herself is but one incarnation in a line of it, he and others argue, the church will cease to have relegoddesses that were worshipped in pre-patriarchal antiqui- vant meaning to modern society and eventually die.
ty. According to UCLA archaeologist Marija Gimbutas,
Perhaps that's why Mary has been sighted so much these
author of The Civilization of the Goddess, Mary is a demot-days. Is it just my wish that she's making herself seen so that
ed version of a self-fertilizing "Virgin Goddess." This hypoth- people will begin to think about her in a real way, as a real
esis is born out by the number of other mother figures in person—as a woman? Maybe Mary wants to get off her
other religions, and spiritual practices like Hinduism where pedestal. That way she won't crack when someone tries to
the spirit of the divine mother is incarnated into human push her off it.*
bodies who transport her message to others.
But whether or not Mary is a uniquely Christian queen
Elizabeth Larsen is Associate Editor of the Utne Reader. She
or a reincarnation of the mother Goddess, it's important to has written for Ms., Sassy, Extra, and other publications.

virgin birth tradition has been
used by a church where only
males exercised authority to

HE
SAID/
HE
SAID
A man's
internal conflicts
can disrupt
love and justice in
male/female
relationships.
By John Stoltenberg

This is written to men—but so that women can
overhear every word. It discloses some things
about intimate personal relationships that men
are never really encouraged to understand, and
that women are not supposed to know about at
all.
Most people raised to be a man find it difficult
to be consistently present in a real-life relationship with someone raised to be a woman. The
reason is quite simple: he can't focus on being
with her because he is mentally busy with so many
other hims. He is measuring himself against other
men. He is comparing his manhood with theirs.
He is valuing their judgment on his manhood
more than he values her. His mental circuits are
so overloaded defending his manhood act to other
men that he can't even perceive her. Of course
he also loses sight of himself.
Problems in interpersonal relations between men
and women often express and reflect such hidden social dynamics. These dynamics may be
between a man and men he has known orbetween
a man and men he imagines. The dynamics are
hidden because they take place "outside of the
relationship"—which means outside the woman's
range of perception. But also, the dynamics are
hidden because they are going on in a man's head
in ways that he has decided to keep from her—
and therefore from himself.
These mental tape loops are the direct result of
what happens whenever men challenge each other.
Take, for instance, a typical contest between two
men, where one precipitated the spat by impugning the sufficiency of the other's so-called manhood. Literally or figuratively, the gauntlet has
been thrown down, the challenged matched, and
a conflict now looms. In any such mano-a-mano
faceoff, there can be three (and only three) resolutions:
1. The first man loses—he is somehow humiliated or hurt by the second.
2. The second man loses—he is somehow
humiliated or hurt by the first.
3. They both agree to pick on someone else.
The two men end up in a subtle social truce, a
tacit treaty that must have a third party—someone they both agree has a relatively inferior manhood act or someone who is simply female.
Love and justice between a man and a woman
do not stand a chance when other men's manhood matters more. When a man has decided to
love manhood most of all, there are predictable
consequences in all his relationships with women.
Any woman he relates to is set up to be a potential "third party." Any woman who believes she
is his "partner" in life may actually be a sitting
duck for some put-down or betrayal that he may
From The End of Manhood by John Stoltenberg, Copyright
©John Stoltenberg, 1993. Reprinted by arrangement with
Dutton Signet, a division of Penguin Books USA Inc.
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"inadvertently" or "unpredictably" commit owing to his
prior allegiance to other men's manhood.
The chart below illustrates the stark contrast between these
loyalties in some typical situations between a man and a
woman who know each other intimately. The first column
represents the stream-of-consciousness of someone who is
struggling toward action that will make clear to the woman
he loves that she matters more to him than what other men
may think of his manhood. The second column represents
what might be called a stream-of-unconsciousness—someone shrugging off loyalty to his partner in favor of allegiance
to the gender judgment of other men.
When a man is alone with a woman, there may actually be
various other men present—figuratively speaking—in the
mind of the person raised to be a man. He may carry with
him vivid memories of individual masked men, he may

remember their names, he may recall a particular humiliation he experienced in their eyes. Or he may imagine what
they would say or think about him, because he knows well
enough how masked men judge manhood so he can predict
with a high degree of accuracy what condemnation may
befall him—especially if he regards the woman he is relating
to as more real than the manhood of the men in his mind.
How else does a man know he's "the man there," after all?
Only other men are the final arbiters of that. And to fail
their judgment is to be nobody at all The surest way to mollify their judgment: treat a woman as nobody instead.
Even if a man manages his behavior so as not to express
the full force ofthese mental pacts with other men, his actions
may seem conflicted, not quite convincing, not done with
credible conviction. His mental allegiance to the terms of a
manhood treaty may prevent his being fully present in even

"MY PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP
MATTERS MORE
THAN OTHER MEN"

"OTHER MEN MATTER MORE
THAN MY PERSONAL
RELATIONSHIP"

"There's a serious disagreement between us, and we
have to talk it through further to understand each
other fully. Maybe she's right. Maybe I'm right.
Maybe neither of us is, exactly. But there's no way
we can know without really talking and listening.

"There's a serious disagreement between us, and I
have to show her who's boss. If I don't, other men
will think she has authority over me. I must make her
agree with me."

"She did something that made me very angry, but
before I do anything else, I need to be careful to
establish that she and I both have the same understanding about what it was she did—so I don't go off
over nothing. Then, I need to check whether my feeling is actually anger. Maybe it's hurt. Maybe it's
panic. Maybe I just had a flashback to someone who
made me feel invisible once. Whatever went wrong
between us won't be helped if I rant and rage as if
she's of no account to me. There won't be any us
then."

"She did something that made me very angry, and
she knows just how I get. I explode. Instantly, I seize
the right to rage just like other men. I feel their fury
throbbing through me, their anger channeling
through me, their implicit threat of violence deflected toward a woman, not targeted at me."

"I did something that made her very angry, and if I
can only manage to get past all this defensiveness
I'm feeling in the face of her angry accusation, I may
be able to hear what she's telling me about what she
felt when I did it, and I may be able to hear in her
anger her pain and disappointment that I let her
down. Do I need to make apologies and amends
right here and now and try to set myself right in the
eyes of us both?"

"I did something that made her very angry, and I
don't give a damn. She can complain all she wants, I
don't care. If she wants to fuss and fume at me, so
what? I'll tune her out. I'll ignore her, act like she's
nobody to me. She'll get over it. Besides, how could I
hold up my head among my buddies if it got around
that I was pussy-whipped?"

"I broke a promise to her and she doesn't know. So
now I've got to tell her. I owe her that much at least.
And I can't stand being in a position where I'm lying
to her. It makes me feel like I'm lying to myself, like
I'm a complete phony and our relationship is a sham.
It's going to be difficult admitting I broke the
promise I made—but not as difficult as it will be to
sustain a lie. Ugh, I hate it when I mess up like this.
But there's no point in disconnecting from her further. She matters to me."

"I broke a promise to her and she doesn't know.
Everything will be OK if she doesn't find out. She
made me promise, anyway. I just went along to
avoid an argument. A promise is a promise, of
course, but only if it's a real one—only if you really
make a deal with someone of substance, where it's
like you come to the bargaining table and make a
sort of contract and you give your good name. Like
between two buddies. Now, that's a promise. That's
where you expect both parties to keep their word.
But between a man and a woman? Not nearly as
important. It's just an emotional thing."
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his apparently "decent" behavior toward a woman. She may
vaguely sense this emotional dissonance, this absence or
ambivalence. He may too—but not recognize its source in
the hidden dynamics between men that are structurally indispensable for there to be manhood.
Sometimes these dynamics are not hidden at all, of course.
They become blatant frequently, as when a man makes a
joke at a woman's expense in order to entertain male colleagues or when a man shows off to other men his sexual
orientation by leering at a woman's body.
But even when these dynamics remain hidden within a
man's mind, they are not subtle, and they are not nuances.
They are key to the social codification of manhood. Each
time they are replayed, they prompt the behavior that underpins belief in the personal possibility of being a real man.
For some people raised to be a man, however, there is a

way out of this "manhood sham." You can learn to recognize these dynamics and keep the effects of those dynamics
from impinging on your romantic attachments. For those
who choose to live as a man of conscience, the challenge of
loving a woman means deciding to ignore what other men
might think—because the core of one's being must love justice more than manhood.
The way to feel better about yourself as a self is to live conscientiously as an ally of everyone's selfhood—including your
own. It means becoming personally and politically committed to ending all interpersonal injustice and all social
policies enacted to make manhood seem true.
Decoding and deconstructing manhood, thus, also means
acknowledging—in conscience—that one is a recovering
misogynist. For anyone raised to be a man, the life of loving justice does not begin before that point.*
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his amounts to a legal
kidnaping.,.. they are
ready to break up a
family because a latearriving birth father
has the correct genes. "

Newsday, 12/9/91.

"It's the same as
if you said to any parents: I want your two-

year-old. Give her to me." The New York

Times, 12/27/92.
"'It's an outrage to take a child away after
two years ofbonding with herparents,' said. ..a
lawyer. 'It's a travesty of justice.'" T h e

Detroit News, 4/21/93.

5
May the
Richest
Parents
Win
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Last spring and summer the media bombarded the public with stories about the
heart-breaking story of two worthy,
attractive people in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Roberta and Jan DeBoer, who were
being unjustly forced to return to her
natural parents the little girl they had
raised since she was less than a week old.
"Robby," as the press liked to familiarly call her, was unable to bear children
due to an illness contracted— horrors—
on their honeymoon. We were all primed
to pity the poor childless couple who
only wanted to raise "their" little girl in
peace and not be bothered by a lessthan-telegenic father, who didn't even
know the child was his until after she
was born, and an unmarried woman
who changed her mind about relinquishing her daughter after she fell under
the influence of a cult-like group of
fanatics.
What the media didn't tell about the
story formed public opinion for the
DeBoers and against the girl's parents,
CaraandDan Schmidt, who were effectively painted as low-lifes for wanting
their daughter back. Dan Schmidt, it
was endlessly pointed out, is, ofall things,
a trucker (i.e., lower class). The clear
implication was that this alone was reason enough to not let him have a child
he so clearly wanted.
Initially omitted (and always buried)
in the news reports was that Cara Schmidt
began asking for her child back within
four weeks of giving birth. Also glossed
over (or not mentioned at all) was that
Cara Schmidt missed Iowa's three week
deadline for changing her mind about
the adoption by merely five days. If this
had happened in another state, such as
California where a woman has six months
before the decision to relinquish her

FEMINIST
child isfinal,Jessica would have been
immediately returned.
Also not mentioned: that Cara Schmidt
had signed the relinquishment papers 40
hours after the child was born, at the
time believing that the attorney for the
DeBoers was her attorney. Once Dan
Schmidt learned that he was the girl's
father, he joined Cara in the fight to get
their daughter back, all within a month
of the girl's birth. The DeBoers were in
defiance of the Iowa Supreme Court
when they began their battle in the
Michigan courts. When the Schmidts
went to Michigan and asked for the sheriff to help them get their daughter back,
they were refused and told if they acted
alone they could be arrested. You practically have to be a private eye to ferret
out this information.
The second of People magazine's heartstrumming cover stories on the case
devoted 16.7 column inches to interviews with the DeBoers and 5.5 inches of quotes by psychological experts
and others who supported them. In contrast, the Schmidt's side of the story got
only 5 inches, and expert backup, 2.3
inches.
The New Yorker gave the DeBoers a
major boost in an error-ridden piece by
Lucinda Franks, who recently adopted
an infant and who is married to the 74year-old Manhattan District Attorney,
Robert Morgenthau. Although she herself is an adoptive mother—and thus a
writer with a personal bias—this was not
revealed. (Before we go any further,
understand that I am a mother who once
relinquished a child for adoption. More
on that later.)
The Schmidts' attorney in Iowa, Jackie
Miller, says that when she called Franks
they had afive-minuteconversation and
Franks obviously did not want to talk
to her; another attorney who was present at the time of Franks' interview
with the Schmidts, Pam Lewis, says
Franks ignored what actually happened
in the Iowa courts and instead used
Roberta DeBoer's misleading fabrications in quotes to tell the story she wanted. This technique—stacking the
quotes—was used aggressively throughout the months the story captured the
nation's attention.
But while the print stories were biased,
they could hardly compare in emotional
scope to seeing a hysterical, sobbing
Roberta DeBoer interviewed on teleON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

vision by reporters who never asked follow-up questions, never doubted the
DeBoers' version of events. The hard
questions were seldom—if ever—asked:
Why didn't you give her back in the
first place? You had her for less than
three weeks at the time. "Why did you
fight the court order to have a blood test
forfivemonths? Ifyour concern was for
the child, why did you defy the first
Iowa court order to return her? Even if
you don't like the father, doesn't Cara
Schmidt have some sort of moral claim
to raise her daughter? Yes, you're in pain
now, but didn't you set this up yourself? Six separate court decisions were
against you, and the only one that was
in your favor was quickly overturned.
DeBoer supporters and attorneys (who
often turned out to be adoptive parents
themselves) managed to plant in the
media the concept that since they had
kept Jessica for so long—in defiance of
court orders, remember—they were now
entitled to keep her because the transition would be difficult for her. This concept was called "children's rights."
Elizabeth Bartholet, a Harvard law professor who has become a custody expert
(partly through the difficult time she had
adopting two children as a single woman),
managed to instill the idea into the public consciousness that becausejessica was
being returned to her natural parents,
she was being treated as "property." No
one said anything about yes, indeed,
property, as in "possession is nine-tenths
of the law."
Except for a few instances, only in the
letters to the editor from adoptees, did
you learn that being raised by genetic
strangers, i.e., being adopted outside the
family, is not quite the same—regardless ofincome—as being raised in a home
where your real parents were also what
the media had now reduced to "blood
parents." An expert with those views,
Marshall Schechter, M.D., co-author of

disposable suppliers of the commodity
so desired: healthy, white infants, who
are increasingly hard to come by. And
with independent adoption being relatively unrestricted in 34 states, an army
of adoption attorneys has grown up, an
army designed to serve their clients, the
ones who pay the bills: the adoptive parents. The result is that adoption today
is not a service for infants who need
homes— there are plenty of those, but
they are not the healthy, white infants
that are prized—but has instead become
a service industry for couples who want
to adopt. The competition isfierce:estimates as to how many couples there are
for each healthy, white infant range from
23-to-one to 40-to-one. And just like
always, money talks. Money can put you
at the head of the line. And while we
think it is awful—and unlawful—if a
woman "sells" her baby to the highest
bidder, we only nod in wonderment
when we hear about attorneys' fees and
related costs that can go as high as $75,000
for actually acquiring a baby. Is this not
buying a baby?
Feminists, academia, the press and the
attorneys themselves come largely from
the same group of people wanting to
adopt, or theirparents, and almost always
promote adoption as an absolute social
good. They argue for laws that would
get the babies out of the hands of the
poor wretches who have them as quickly as possible, and fight them in court
when necessary. We have more to offer
your babies, the implication always is,
as ifa nice home and a middle- or upperclass life was on a comparable scale with
growing up with people you look like,
whose traits you have inherited, whose
predispositions and talents have been
passed on to you. In truth, we are not
farfromthe chilling premise ofMargaret
Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale, where
fertile women bear children for infertile upper-class wives. In Gilead, the
Being Adopted: The Lifelong Searchfor Self futuristic society Atwood created, the
as well as other writings on adoption, emphasis is on the difficulty in getting
was interviewed at length by Isobel a baby, not on what relinquishing one
Wilkerson, the New York Times reporter means to the women who have the babies
who covered thejessica case. Yet he was or to the children themselves.
never quoted in the Times.
It is the same in the U.S. today. Scant
attention
is given to what it means to
What is going on here?
We are in the midst of an adoption be uprooted from the long line of a spefrenzy in America that has turned into cific heritage that is the birthright ofeach
a class war. One one side, we have mid- one ofus, and informs us how and where
dle-class baby boomers who delayed we fit into the cycle oflife. Nor to a 20having children and are now unable to year movement of adult adoptees and
conceive; on the other, we have gen- natural mothers that would allow adopterally lower-class girls and women, the ed individuals the right to know their
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

LET FREEDOM
RING.
WHEN the President's plan to lift the
military ban on gays was ambushed in
Congress, our phone lines hummed.
We're Working Assets Long Distance.
Unlike ordinary phone companies, we're
not afraid to flex our fiber-optic muscles
for good causes.
Every month we print in our bills the
names and phone numbers of key decisionmakers on pending issues like gays in the
military. Then we let customers call those
decision-makers absolutely free.
(Thousands do—and they get heard.)
Of course, we also save you money
on calls to ordinary folks. And we send
money to feisty nonprofit action groups
every time you call...at no cost to you.
(Since 1986 we've given over $2
million to groups like the National
Gay & Lesbian Task Force, Planned
Parenthood and the ACLU.)
So let freedom ring. It's as easy as
talking on the telephone. And when you
use our lines, it's free.
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true histories, spanning back generations, or who their natural parents are while growing up. The attitude among most
adoptive parents seems to be, don't think about that until you
have to. While open adoptions are becoming more common,
they are still the exception, not the norm. Instead adoption
attorneys press for what they see as their client's best interests: a uniform state law that would permit a woman to sign
away her child—irrevocably—only five days after birth, with
no recourse or time to see if she could find a way to raise her
child.
Five days. Less time than she is allowed by law to be absent
from work. Five days. A woman's hormones are still bouncing up and down in that time, and all the time of the preg-

You've heard Limbaugh on the radio. You've seen
him on TV. Perhaps you've even read his book.
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The Pates of the Earth

Jane caputi

nancy can not tell a woman what it means to actually give
birth to a living, breathing child who comes out of your body
and who will one day look like you and the father. Five days.
Hardly enough time tofigureout a plan of action for a woman
and her baby.
I relinquished my daughter 27 years ago, and for years I
believed that it was probably the best for her and me. She
had a mother and a father, as well as the kind of middle-class
life I would have had a difficult if not impossible time giving her. By breaking laws, we were reunited 12 years ago.
True, she has good adoptive parents, but she has seen her
share of the awful kinds of problems adoptees are prone to.
Low self-esteem is only the beginning. Once, I quietly accepted my conflicted feelings whenever I watched films of animals that showed a mother refusing to leave her dead or
wounded offspring. I would tell myself that human life was
different, more complicated. But I have come to know that,
in some fundamental way, it may always be wrong for a
woman to relinquish a child for adoption by strangers. Yes,
of course, it is sad to be infertile when it is children you
want, but that does not entitle anyone to someone else's
child.*
Lorraine Dusky is writing a book on gender bias and the legal system, Unequal Justice, for Crown Publishing. She is the author
ofBirthmark, a memoir about surrendering her daughter/or adoption.
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Mary Magdalen and the Holy Grail
by Margaret Starbird
This provocative book offers
compelling evidence that Jesus
Christ was married. Starbird's quest
is for the forgotten feminine...in the
hope that its return will restore a
healthy balance to planet earth.
$14.95, 240-page paperback

by Jane Caputi
A brilliant feminist investigation into
our nuclear culture. Caputi shows us
how pervasive patriarchal abuse and
thinking are in the language and
images of our society.
$12.95, 400-page paperback
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SEXUAL PEACE
Beyond the Dominator Virus
by Michael Sky
Sky proposes that the abuse of women has become
so ingrained in our society that it has become viral
in nature. Thus he coins the term dominator virus,
a powerful description of the force that divides us
from each other.
$10.95, 272-page paperback
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mon for some local to simply give her
the keys to his car or truck for the night.
In this rarefied world, where there is a
ZERO 3 BRAVO: Solo
lack of the sinister, Gosnell easily accepts
Across America in a Small
the pallet on the floor of a hanger or the
P l a n e by Mariana Gosnell (Alfred
offer of a spare bed by young pilots who
A. Knopf, N.Y.; $25 hardcover)
tow advertising banners above the beach
in Ocean City, Maryland. She is a midIn the late Sixties and Seventies, there dle-aged woman, but herbohemian exiswas a brief window through which tence as a solo flyer lends her the luster
women might hit the road for adven- of youth and courage associated with
ture just like men. I remember hitch- daring young men: "their eyes [were]
hiking from the Bay Area up to Oregon easily lit up by thoughts of the wide
and back and, while paranoid enough world they would discover through flywhen I rode in one pickup with a shot- ing, if only they could make a career of
gun mounted above the seat, most of it... .they lent the whole enterprise a cermy rides were bestowed by happy hip- tain buoyancy..."
pies. Any woman soloing on the road
It is not so unreasonable, after all, that
today might be better advised to outfit a mature woman, when she does someherself like Mel Gibson in Road Warrior, thing unusual for her age and sex, should
a pilgrim in a future post-holocaust world: glory in the masculine part of herself.
vicious dog, cached weapons and a raw "There have been times in my life when
will to survive. The highway is a dan- I felt that, deep down, I too was a boygerous place right now, as several unfor- hero," she writes, talking about these
tunate tourists in Florida discovered too young banner towers whose j ob includes
late. But even without the threat of rob- some dangerous flying antics: the banbery or even rape, something there is ners' tow lines frequently get tangled
about a single woman sojourner on the and can pull a plane down in a crash.
road which automatically seems to invite
The atmosphere of these small safe harannoying male attention. It's a gloomy bors from the sky is certainly one reapicture. What's the use of gaining free- son that the author chooses to circumscribe
dom if you exercise it at your peril?
her trip across America. It is one of her
Mariana Gosnell, New York journal- three rules: tofly"into small airports if
ist, woman of a certain age, has found possible, fly low where sensible, and
the answer for both her wanderlust and don'tflyat night." For Gosnell, the view
innate cautiousness. She's become a small from her window, not just the vagabond
plane pilot. It is the singular life of a life of the pilot, is the stuff of rapture.
cockpit jockey that she shares with us, She flies low for pleasure, for "down
taking us up in her single engine, "ade- low it's more sensual, given to texture
noidal"-faced Luscombe, a sturdy plane and narrative; you see the nap on the
built in the 1950s. With her we enter grain field, the white dog chasing the
into the world of back-water American green car, the yellow blooms deep in
airports (some still with grassy runways, the swamp nobody else can see."
resident curs and kitsch gift shops sellIt is this paradoxical love of leaving the
ing local postcards, Snoopy jewelry and ground so as to look down upon earth"square hamburgers"). We are intro- ly things that absorbs her. It is "this
duced to a host ofdreamers and eccentrics miniaturization, this cutening of the
who love small planes more man money— world," she writes, "that endears smallGosnell meets one host after another plane flying to so many people."
who is going broke trying to maintain
Gosnell is not unmindful of the dana little airport against the tide of big city gers of flying, and especially of flying
commercial aviation.
low. When she becomes a pilot flying
Surprisingly, there are few women out up there, reveling in the "sweet" sight
on these sky paths. But this does not of "bathers lying on their handkerchiefprove to be an impediment to the easy sized towels, beneath party-favor umbrelcomraderie Gosnell finds. At the small las,'' the possibility of danger is part of
airports she is faced with the dilemma the given. And so, Gosnell shares with
common to all small craft pilots: where us the lore ofairplane crashes, and reports
to eat, where to sleep. So friendly and the talk among other pilots about the
trusting are these small airport "hosts" grisly. Still, underneath her bravado, she
that—when she cannot hitch a ride to is always making mental notes, just in
town, wherever that is—it is not uncom- case: from one pilot she's advised if she
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must go down on a beach "to go down
on.. .the wettest part without water actually on it."
Whatever the dangers, for Gosnell, flying across America was more than a
Walter Mitty fantasy come true. Always
the journalist, she is an avid learner, sympathetic listener, and eternal outsider,
landing to sample the earth's fare, but
always free to move on. Her treasured
freedom, however, is not without occasional sadness. When Gosnell lands in
Georgia she is taken on a tour of a peanut
factory by one of the few female pilots
she encounters on her journey: a pampered Southern belle named Laura, who
is caught in a swelteringly sequestered
life. Bound to the routines of her husband and children, her Cessna comes to
represent a cruel dilemma; it gave her
her first taste of freedom without letting her soar.
At the peanut factory the author watches "the women remove the dark and
spotted peanuts, which could spoil the
whole batch....They were silent, not
talking...their faces looked blank...their
hands were always arched...sitting on
seats with no backs, forced to listen to

machines grinding away incessantly and
to look at nothing but peanuts, peanuts,
peanuts, about which they had to make
decisions all day long. Watching them... [I]
felt a flush of shame, in these women's
weary presence, for owning a plane, such
a frivolous, giddy thing, yet at that
moment, it seemed to me, absolutely
necessary for life and spirit."
Not all Gosnell's sampling of the local
lives is so grim. She is a long-time science writer with a naturalist's •wonderful curiosity about the world. Thus, as
she interviews ground people about their
odd jobs or odd local lore, she learns,
for example, that some pilots hire out
as "stump spotters"; theyflyover virgin pine forest looking for old pine stumps
which turn to fat—yes fat—it oozes from
the bark and is highly valued for its use
in detergent, shampoo, gum and syrup.
Out west, Gosnell jaunts into Carlsbad
and meets Kerbo, a cave specialist who
introduces her to parts of the Carlsbad
caves not open to the public, and to the
"tight fit" of spelunking in sunken tunnels.
Zero 3 Bravo (the title is the first call
numbers of her Luscombe) lets us in on
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the rarefied world of small planes. We
sense her self-containment when she's
landed and is anonymous at the beach,
swimming and sleeping and sunning.
"Then [I] climbed back over the sandbank, threw my gear in the plane again,
and took offwithout bothering to change
out of my wet suit. I waited until I was
airborne to do that. No one to see me
topless at 1000 feet. No need to be shy
in the sky. Perfect privacy, between walls
of blue."
Women cockpit jockeys have been
around, Gosnell tells us, at least since
thefirstAmerican licensed pilot took to
the air in 1911 (wearing "her own
designed plum-colored satin skirt which
converted in the air to knickers by the
use of myriad buttons along the inside
of the legs"). But while women seemingly have equal access to the skies, few
take up the life.
"Gypsying" is still possible in this country, but the author bemoans the loss of
small airports to more lucrative shipping
centers or human habitats. Their disappearance is a trial for the small plane
flyer, whose short hops are dictated by
small fuel tanks. And, while the mechanics and plane builders we meet in this
book are treasures to be found at these
flying oases, how many will choose to
rebuild the crashed Luscombes or other
tail wheelers in the future?
Lucky for the reader Gosnell has preserved this world in its fascinating and
charming detail. — Kate Coleman
Kate Coleman is a Berkeley writer currently
working on a biography oj Black Panther
Huey Newton for Times Books.
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ACCEPTABLE
WEAKNESS
FEMINISM AMD
DISABILITY
by Barbara Hillyer
(University of Oklahoma Press.
Norman, Oklahoma and London;
$27.95 hardcover)

Barbara Hillyer has written an impressive, even, germinal book about feminism and disability, both ofwhich inform
the author's life. Professionally, she is a
professor ofWomen's Studies at Oklahoma
University; personally, she is mother and
caregiver to Jennifer, a 27-year-old daughter afflicted with severe physical and
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mental disabilities, currently residing in
a group home. By virtue of Hillyer's
dual membership in the feminist and disability communities the author is uniquely positioned to observe the strong parallel
between the way women and the disabled have been treated in our society.
"If conventional femininity is handicapping," she writes, "an understanding ofthe double-bind ofdisabled women
is essential to our efforts toward social
change."
But the attitudes of society are not
Hillyer's only target; she also takes an
unflinching look at values and goals within the two movements, at theoretical
givens which need re-examination and
have, according to her analysis, inadvertently brought harm and self-victimization to the very populations whose
self-interest they are intended to promote. For example, she worries that
feminism's emphasis on power and
strength may exacerbate an already overwhelming situation for handicapped
women and their (primarily female) caretakers, who often cannot fulfill the artificial or unrealistic goals of capacity,
endurance, ability, pace and productivity which the rhetoric seems to demand.
She argues for the acceptability ofweakness—rather than the fear of it—and its
eventual integration with strength. She
suggests that feminist values of independence and autonomy leave some disabled women and their caregivers out
in the cold. Of her daughter Jennifer,
Hillyer recounts: "I believed that my
job as her mother was to nurture her
independence so that she could be a
whole and responsible adult; she became
a dependent adult, who needs protection so that she can survive..."
Hillyer is especially poignant on the
subject ofprimary caregivers. Referring
to the experiences of mothers and children with severe physical or mental
impairments, she describes a state of
"chronic sorrow." On this subject a clear
note of personal anguish creeps into the
writing despite an admitted (and annoying) preference forintellectuaJizing every
experience: "The dilemma ofthe mother of a seriously disabled child is that she
mourns the lost child even as she cares
for the living one. She is both the bereaved
mother whose child is gone forever and
the mother whose child is fully present."
Hillyer reflects on how the unrealistic
demands placed on primary caregivers
echo the traditional pressures put on
women to be self-sacrificing, nurturing
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and subordinate. But not for her the
martyrdom of coping heroically; the
author has no desire to be Superwoman,
and considers it a trap into which women
frequently fall or are pushed, even by
feminists and members of the disability
community. Instead, she frankly acknowledges that both she and her daughter are
handicapped by virtue of their relationnow
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ship: "Jennifer's disabilities have handicapped me—socially of course, because
of stigma, but also physically because of
stress and emotionally because of grief."
Hillyer is especially furious at professionals who treat mothers and other
direct caregivers as unreliable reporters,
instead ofvaluable resources. Ultimately,
she believes that such patterns of devaluation and dismissiveness are patriarchal
in nature, revealing gender and class bias.
Feminism and Disability is n o t an easy

Feminism and Disability is actually a brief

read. Put off by the cold density of the
writing style and by the author's relentless cerebralism, I assigned myself a specific number of pages to complete each
day, all the while wishing that she had
written a more personal, powerful book.
When I finished, however, I realized
she had, but that much of what moved
me was not in the text, but in my retrospective reflections about the author
and her impact on my thinking. In short,
Feminism and Disability did what books

in which Hillyer gets to plead her own
case, using intellectual skills as her weapon
of choice in a battle to establish personal
viability. She is a potential victim fighting back, a woman with a disability of
her own, i.e., Jennifer, trying to make
room for her life-choices within two
political movements whose theoretical
positions are frequently at odds with her
experiences and self-interest. Even though
her strengths are not the ones prescribed
by the feminist and disability communities she refuses to accept an impaired
self-image, refuses to feel badly about
herself for having limitations as a caregiver.
Hillyer's endless dissections of feminist and disability theories had been an
early and ongoing irritation to me as
reader. As she analyzed and discarded
concept after concept, I was left with an
accumulating sense of paralysis. Once I
perceived Hillyer's book as an effort to
reconcile dissonances in her own life,
to resist damage to her own ego and
sense of worth, everything was recast in
a new light. Were her "failures" her own
or in the theories? And what about the
guilt and sense of defeat experienced by
women like herself, other caregivers
whose charges live outside the home?
How to deal with feminist values that
subtly pressure women into thinking
they should have more strength than
they do? What to do about the expectation that mothers should sacrifice themselves totally for a disabled child? What
do these mothers think when they hear
the powerful rhetoric of self-enablement?
Some hard truths are faced dead-on;
that people are limited and that some
losses cannot be repaired; that some relationships will be forever unequal and
uneven; that she herself had passed as
less limited than she was.
In thinking about Hillyer, I saw her
dilemma plainly: as a member of the
feminist and disability communities she
was expected to support goals that were
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should do and often don't: it was instructive and provocative, and it raised my
consciousness.
On its face, this book is a showcase for
the author's academic scholarship. Only
in the last four pages does Hillyer set
aside the barrier of her intellectuality
and allow her private psychic landscape
to be revealed. In retrospect, I came to
view this book as intensely personal,
even emotional.
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at odds with her personal reality. And
she said no to all that. Instead, she elected to challenge the theories and the
rhetoric. Feminism and Disability is her
life-affirming response.
As Barbara Hillyer points out: "That
women should tell our own stories and
that we should listen to many such stories before analysis becomes possible is
an article of faith among feminists."
— Eleanor Pam
Eleanor Pam is Professor and Chairperson
of Behavioral and Social Science, CUNY
Hostos Campus.
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EQUALLY INSULTING
Elayne Rapping's article on the Academy
Awards (Fall 1993) manages to insult
editors, costumers, typists, and custodians in the same breath. She reveals her
prejudice toward people who do ironing and mopping, while acidly admitting that she knows nothing about editing.
When the writers and directors, cinematographers and sound people, actors
and actresses have all done their best
and gone home, the movie-to-be consists of large reels of film in fairly random order of scenes: some good takes,
many so-so. This does not leap into the
shape of a coherent, engrossing story
with a wave of Mickey Mouse's sorcerer's wand.
There's a lot more to editing than the
physical cutting and splicing of film
Rapping so readily disparages. Slamming
female editors won't help us achieve
representation in other aspects of filmmaking.

issue as complex as this with traditionally liberal-capitalist language in a restricting framework of dualities is simplistic,
misleading, and self-defeating.
I have some hope in the "ethic ofcare"
angle of justice and debate, because it
at least legally validates the voices of
women who are harmed. However, I
fear that it appeals to misleading essentialist views, such as that porn incites
the "inherently" violent sexuality of
men. Also, where are the voices of
women within the sex industry? Why
aren't they in the debate? Their exclusion, I feel, points to the classist nature
of the debates thus far. Let's drop these
legal/liberal paradigms and continue a
more complex, inclusive way of discussing the issue.
Amanda La Vita
New York, NY

PORNOGRAPHY? PLEASE
DEFINE
Sharon Smith The anti-porn feminists do not appear
Hartland, ME to want to ban all sexually-explicit films
(Sharon Smith is the author of Women and magazines. They supposedly have
Wlio Make Movies, Hopkinson & Blake, standards that separate the good from
1975).
the bad. They are allegedly only opposed
to "violent, degrading and dehumanFACES OF POWER
izing" porn, plus that which "subordiIn regard to the editorial by Merle nates" the woman involved. What on
Hoffman (Summer 1993), where are the Earth do these terms mean? A judge in
pictures of powerful women? We are Canada recently decided that "degradcertainly bombarded with the traditional ing" meant simply "homosexual" and
"female submissive pose," as you say. I proceeded to ban a gay magazine on
felt disappointed with your article when that basis. One has to wonder, was this
you talked about your own photo shoot— the intention of the law's authors or was
but presented no positive image.
this an entirely unintended consequence?
I am an ex-model disgusted with the
A suggestion. The anti-porn feminists
whole scene. I've turned feminist and could clear up a lot of confusion by
am looking for a way to model again specifyingjust which films, performers
in attempts to present those powerful or directors they approve of. I'd just be
women you talk about. As a model, I interested to see if any sex films meet
see it is very important that we take pic- the criteria of the anti-porn feminists
tures of ourselves and that we pick which or if they just disapprove of everything.
images are printed. I hope to personRichmond L. Gardner
ally make my contribution through my
Norfolk, VA
paintings of strong beautiful powerful
and wise womyn!
A MOTHER'S WORK IS...
Linda Sweatt Jeannine O. Howitz s "Reflections of a
Address Unknown Feminist Mom" (Fall 1993) couldn't
have come at a better time. Next week,
ADVANCING THE PORN DEBATE my two youngest children will begin
Ellen Levy's analysis of the anti-porn nursery school, and for the first time in
debates (Fall 1993) was a very clarify- ten years, I will not have children in my
ing and needed one. I have problems house for 12 hours, or five mornings a
with most of the views, assumptions week.
and strategies of anti-porn feminists,
You wouldn't believe how many peobut I have never felt comfortable with ple have said to me, "So what will you
the pro-free speech, libertarian way of be doing with all this free time?"
looking at porn either. Debating an Well, I've had ten years to count how
ON THE ISSUES WINTER 1994

many hours per week I work and I figured that my work week (seven days
with no vacations or sick days) averaged about 90 hours.
How many people would ask a lawyer,
male or female, who worked 90 hours
a week and had the opportunity to work
12 hours less, "How does it feel to have
so much time to yourself?", when they
are still working 77 hours per week?
Thank you for providing a forum for
those of us who are feminists at home,
with or without kids, to speak to each
other.

Institute's 30-percent fat, lean-meat diet send a gift subscription as a lifesaver for
is simply too weak, and those who have us females who don't have any support
followed it have been short-changed. in our lonely ventures? This September,
We need to look at much lower fat lim- I will begin boarding for my senior year
its and vegetarian foods.
and I cannot bear the thought of being
Second, I agree that National Breast without any feminist support.
Cancer Awareness Month serves a helpCelina Collins
ful function by promoting mammogPortsmouth, RJ
raphy and self-examination. The problem
Editor's Note: We provide our magazine
is that its public relations machinery free or at reduced fees to needy students,
squeezes prevention out of press space inmates, and struggling feminist organizaand air play. Finding cancer is never as tions. Please forward your requests.
good as preventing it, and women and
men need to know about preventive ATTACK PATRIARCHY,
Kathy Elias steps, whether they are still debated, DIRECTLY
Havertown, PA such as the fat-cancer link, or clear-cut, While watching and listening to the
such as the increased breast cancer risk Gay and Lesbian Liberation Protest
JUDGING A BOOK BY ITS
that comes from alcohol.
march on Washington, I was caught up
COVER
Finally, there is the role of foods for in the excitement of the struggle for
In your MH: On the Issues column women who already have cancer. While freedom. There was hope and joy as
(Summer 1993) you brought to our few researchers have examined die ques- well as anger. Then suddenly I was filled
attention the February 1993 issue of tion, several reports confirm the anec- with sadness. It was like many of the
American Woman magazine. 'You describeddotal observation that food choices have other protest marches I have particithe cover: "A broadly smiling blonde, an important effect. One important pated in, observed or read about; the
low decolletage, hands coming up towards example: A woman with metastatic great civil rights march, the peace marchchin—coverline reads: "The One Hour breast cancer has a 40 percent increased es, the abolition marches. They all
Orgasm — Erotic techniques that pro- risk ofdying at any given point for every seemed wonderful, too, yet none of
long your pleasure (and his)."
1,000 grams of fat included in her diet them named the real system of oppresYou neglected to mention that the per month. In practical terms, 1,000 sion: male supremacy.
publisher of American Woman, Charles grams of fat a month is the difference
The male supremist view requires the
Goodman, was, untilJanuary 1993, also between a low-fat vegetarian diet and oppression of all women, children and
lessermale groups. Because all men bena publisher ofpornographic magazines. a typical American omnivorous diet.
His titles included Swank, Stag, D-Cup,
Neal D. Barnard, M.D. efit from males being in power, they
Shaved Sex Action, Leg Action, Girls
Washington, DC did not or cannot expose the truth.
The physicist, Firtjof Capra in his book
Over 40, Cheeks, Black Lust and Sex
The Turning Point, writes that patriarchy
Acts.
ISSUES AT CATHOLIC SCHOOL
It was a running joke at Goodman's The worst discrimination and harass- is the one system so widely accepted
magazine factory—where I worked for ment I have ever encountered due to that it seems to be a law of nature.
over a decade—that the American Woman my gender occurred during my years Consequently he believes that femicoverlines were hotter than the porno at the private Catholic boarding school nism, one of the strongest cultural curI attend. I entered the school in my rents, will have a profound effect on
coverlines.
Goodman eventually sold the porn sophomore year, the first year of coed- future human evolution.
To achieve this visionary aspect, solmagazines because, it was said, he "didn't ucation at the school, and the male stuwant to die a pornographer." Even widi- dents were less than enthused at our idarity is most vital. So many women
out the smut, I'm told the degrading arrival. In their eyes, we intruded and, call themselves Radical and are often
factory atmosphere remains unchanged. in their words, "shot sixty-three years prominent in feminist groups, but their
main allegiance is to a male dominatGoodman's henchmen, who "manage" of tradition to hell."
I read your magazine anytime I can ed group such as gay-lesbian or socialby demoralizing and humiliating the
workers, continue to routinely call get my hands on it. I find your direct ist movements. Feminist goals cannot
women "cunts," "whores," and "morons." and honest approach to the ills of our be met, because the need to dismantle
Name withheld patriarchal society very effective. I think male supremacy is never discussed. The
Hackensack, NJ On the Issues, on the shelf next to other male idea of divide and conquer is alive
magazines (with names like Conservative and well within feminism.
Natasha Margaret Barker
Monthly, Catholic Diocese News and
FOOD FOR LIFE
Newport Beach, CA
Right
to
Life
Task
Force
Newsletter),
Thank you to Bina Robinson and Diane
would
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Don't Worry, Be Unhappy
by Travis Charbeneau

T

he Cult of Victimization" is supposedly a growing and increasingly annoying fad. Women
whine about being victimized by men. Africanarid other Non-Euro-Americans whine about
being victimized by Euro-Americans. Gays
whine about being victimized by straights. The "differentlyabled" whine about...(add your favorite whiner group here).
Meanwhile, the Archie Bunker types who are victimizing
all these victims, are whining about the whining: "My mother did the housework and never complained about this 'domestic slavery' thing. I, for one, didn't invite these black people
here; they were kidnapped by guys I didn't even know. Same
for those non-Europeans. And if homosexuals would only
go straight..." "Besides," the refrain continues,
"I didn't exactly have it easy myself. My greatgrandfather was an Irish Jew who liked to crossdress." The whining of the victimized stinks of
Political Correctness to those who prefer Political
Cretinism. (Apologies to the differently-abled cretin community and the Republican party).
But this whine and counter-whine really misses the cosmic
point: "we're all bozos on this bus." Merely being born at
all amounts to a terrible victimization (by your own mother, yet), one which ought to instill at least a shred of compassion for the impulse to whine. The Bible doesn't refer to
this place as a "vale of tears" for nothing.
If you're at all like me, God help you, you started out as an
idealist, perhaps in 1967, who rejected the whole concept,
however loosely defined, of "Original Sin": "Like, if everyone would only groove together on a more regular basis, this
could be, like, a really groovy planet." Wrong, Hippie Dupe
of Joseph Campbelhan propaganda. Remove the plague of
humanity altogether from this world, and it would still be an
atrocious (if often lovely) hell hole. Don't tell me the wail of
a wildebeest calf caught in the jaws of several lions is not the
whine of victimization—sans human malice. Chimpanzees
and lower-order primates have been observed lying, committing murder and making war. What about being struck
by lightning, smacked by a wayward asteroid or having the
whole planet vaporized because the local star has decided to
go super nova? Stars are exploding all the time in this universe, obliterating their planet children and any critters living on them not clever enough to put in a 911 to Capt.
Jean-Luc Picard. Even a lowly chunk of rock slowly eroded
by rainfall amounts to victimization.
Again, we rebel against this idea. As kids we learn that the
goal in life is to be "happy." We can be "happy" by consuming mass quantities ofwonderful products, smoking cocaine
and beating up faggots for God. Some people achieve this.
They make all the money, smoke all the dope and piously
pummel people, but on their death beds they still feel barren and scared. Others learn early on that this American
Dream take on "happiness" is transparently meaningless. They
spend their lives strenuously attempting to redefine "happy"

to mean something meaningful. Few succeed. (I did meet a
happy Zen Master once, but he hanged himself shortly after
what I thought to be a rather light-hearted discussion of the
conundrum, leaving me mildly depressed for a week).
The more thoughtful among us have been prone to define
happiness in terms of meaningful work. George Bernard Shaw
said that true joy meant "being used for a purpose recognized
by yourself as a mighty one." Sounds good. But a very troubled Albert Einstein spent his last years denying the premise
that God "plays dice with the universe," a premise he had
spent his life's work proving beyond any reasonable doubt.
So much for happiness through work.

Happy is just not
a happening thing however you
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I t * good health, good family, good religion,
good music—whatever. Just factor in disease, divorce, intolerance, Barry Manilow. How 'bout basic carnal satisfaction?
A caring and skilled lover can give you a few moments of
pleasure. A caring and skilled torturer can keep you in unspeakable agony for decades. Pleasure vs. Pain? No contest, no balance, no justice anywhere.
And do I, a scribbler with an opinion for every tick of the
clock, offer some way out where far greater minds have failed?
Sure. "Life, Liberty and the Holding of Property" was apparently edited in the U.S. Constitution at the last minute into
the now familiar "Pursuit of Happiness." As oppressed colonials, the Framers were members of the very first American
victims' group.
And what are today's numerous victims' groups doing if
not "pursuing" happiness, defined differently as justice overdue, or some redress of grievance, or some relief from bigotry in the law? And what pursuit is worth the name without
a bit of whining? I am a disabled person. (I am not "differently-abled".) No victimizer, individual or institutional, is
going to tell me with a straight face and an unblackened eye
that I don't have the right to pursue my happiness up wheelchair access ramps. Deny me, and I will whine—at least.
Tough torts. No less a document than the U.S. Constitution
not only guarantees my pursuit but, via the First Amendment,
my whining too—all in the name of happiness few, if any,
can ever really know.
We can't deny the variously victimized the merits of their
individual cases. We can't deny the unforgiving and often
malicious nature of the universe. We can't deny the Supreme
Law ot the Land regardingthe Pursuit ofHappiness: Sometimes
it might have to include whining. And we can't deny the fact
that from time to time it's just too tiresome. But, "there but
tor the grace of God..." Whining can be instructive. We may
just learn stuff we'll need ourselves one fine day.
Travis Charbeneau, a miter and commentator, lives in Richmond, VA.
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